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ABSTRACT

Global navigation satellite system (GNSS) measurements are vulnerable to

faults including satellite and constellation failures, which can potentially lead to catas-

trophic consequences in safety-critical applications. To mitigate their impact, receiver

autonomous integrity monitoring (RAIM) fault detection has been designed and used

in aviation as a backup navigation tool. Future GNSS has been foreseen to provide

dramatically increased measurement redundancy and reduced measurement error.

These crucial developments, together with important advancements in the RAIM

concept itself, will open the possibility to independently support aircraft navigation

using GNSS, from takeoff, through en-route flight and final approach to landing, with

minimal investment in ground infrastructure. Therefore, this research focuses on

developing new dual-frequency, multi-constellation advanced RAIM (ARAIM) fault

detection and exclusion methods to ensure high navigation integrity and continuity.

In this thesis, the theoretical basis is established to quantify the impact of

fault events and unscheduled satellite outages on continuity risk. Accordingly, the

need for airborne fault exclusion is assessed, and the requirements for the exclusion

function itself are specified. To improve continuity, a new fault exclusion scheme is

developed, for which the real-time implementation of the algorithm is described and

the associated integrity risk bound is derived. With the theoretical methods being

fully characterized, this thesis comprehensively quantifies the achievable ARAIM nav-

igation performance over various numbers and qualities of constellations. The results

show that high service availability can be achieved using multi-constellation GNSS,

while meeting both integrity and continuity requirements. Furthermore, this work in-

vestigates the impact of test statistic time correlation on integrity and continuity risk,

and rigorously derives the new methods to evaluate the actual risk over the exposure

time. The results show that the false alarm probability is two orders of magnitude

xi



higher than previously thought. A feasible solution to resolve this issue at the user

receiver is provided, and the performance is analyzed.

The most significant new feature of ARAIM is the integrity support message

(ISM), which provides assertions on the GNSS signal-in-space performance. This dis-

sertation describes the design, analysis, and evaluation of the offline ground monitor,

which aims at validating the ISM broadcast to the users. The proposed architecture

utilizes a worldwide network of sparsely distributed reference stations, and paramet-

ric satellite orbital models to estimate the satellite position and clock. Two separate

analyses, covariance analysis and model fidelity evaluation, are carried out to respec-

tively quantify the impact of measurement errors and of residual model errors on the

estimation. The results indicate this ground monitor design is adequate for ARAIM

ISM validation.

xii
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The main challenge when using global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) in

safety-critical civil aviation applications is to mitigate the integrity threats caused by

measurement faults [1]. For the single constellation case, using the global positioning

system (GPS) only, fault detection (FD) has been implemented using receiver au-

tonomous integrity monitoring (RAIM) [2, 3, 4]. The core principle of RAIM is to

exploit redundant measurements to achieve self-contained FD at the user receiver [11].

Nowadays, four GNSS constellations are becoming available for aviation users, which

will provide many more satellites in view than we have available today using GPS

alone. This crucial development in GNSS, together with important advancements in

the RAIM concept itself, will open the possibility to independently support aircraft

navigation using GNSS, from takeoff, through en-route flight and final approach to

landing, with minimal investment in ground infrastructure. Therefore, this disserta-

tion focuses on developing new dual-frequency, multi-constellation advanced RAIM

(ARAIM) fault detection and exclusion (FDE) methods to ensure high navigation

integrity and continuity.

1.1 GNSS Background

During the last two decades, GNSS have been significantly developed world-

wide. As the leading pioneer, the GPS has been widely used for various civilian and

military applications. In the near term, four constellations including GPS (U.S.),

GLONASS (Russia), Galileo (European Union) and Beidou (China) are expected

to finish their modernizations and/or full deployments [12], which brings satellite

based navigation into a new era. Currently, the unprecedented research interest in
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autonomous system technology, together with the historically consistent and reliable

performance of GNSS, have motivated the expansion of GNSS in safety-critical ap-

plications.

1.1.1 GNSS Principle. As shown in Figure 1.1, GNSS architecture is composed

of three segments: the space segment, the control segment, and the user segment [10].

For GPS, the space segment consists of 31 medium Earth orbit (MEO) satellites dis-

tributed in six orbital planes at 55 degree inclinations. Each satellite circles the Earth

twice a day, and transmits signals in L band radio frequency range. These signals

carry the information of ranges (i.e., distances) from the users to the satellites, and

provide navigation messages that can be used to identify each satellite and determine

its position.

The control segment includes a master control station, satellite monitor sta-

tions, and data upload antennas. The monitor stations track satellites and collect the

navigation signals. The master control station computes the satellite orbit predictions

and generates navigation messages. The data are then uploaded to each satellite by

the ground antennas at least once a day.

The user segment is composed of all civilian and military users, for which

the applications vary from personal cellphone navigation to shipboard landing at

an aircraft carrier. The GNSS user receivers receive the signals broadcast by the

satellites, decode the navigation messages, and compute the user positions.

GNSS positioning relies on the concept of multilateration. At the user re-

ceiver, one GNSS measurement gives the distance from itself to a known satellite

location. With a certain number of such measurements, the receiver can solve for

its position. In principle, a minimum of three measurements are required to obtain

the three-dimensional user position. However, the method that receiver employs to
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Figure 1.1. GNSS Architecture.

determine the distance is by differencing the time at signal emission from satellites

and time-of-arrival at the receiver. Since most users are only equipped with low-cost

quartz oscillator clocks, their deviations from GNSS time may invalidate the position

estimates. Therefore, an additional unknown parameter, the receiver clock bias, is in-

troduced to synchronize the clocks between users and satellites. In addition, although

the satellite clocks of the same constellation are well synchronized, each constellation

has its own unique GNSS time standard. As a result, the number of unknown clock

biases to be estimated is equal to the number of constellations used for positioning.

So, the minimum number of satellites to provide navigation service is three plus the

number of constellations. In Figure 1.1, the links between the aircraft and the space

segment briefly illustrate a GNSS positioning example using one constellation. In this

case, at least 4 ranging measurements (ρ1 to ρ4) are required to estimate the aircraft

position x, y, z and the receiver clock bias τ .

1.1.2 Current and Future GNSS. The GPS project was launched by the U.S.
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Department of Defense (DoD) in the early 1970s, and the constellation is now operated

by the US Air Force Space Command. It is the most mature GNSS and has been

used worldwide since it started to provide full coverage service in 1995. Despite

its consistent and reliable navigation performance history, the evolution of GPS has

never stopped. Currently, the modernization of GPS is on-going. So the 31 in-orbit

GPS satellites is a mix of old and new ones distinguished by block types. With

the last block IIA satellite decommissioned in 2016, all the 12 currently operational

legacy satellites are from block IIR. The remaining 19 are modernized satellites, which

provide improved accuracy, signal strength and quality over the legacy ones, belong

to blocks IIR-M and IIF. Moreover, the next generation of GPS block III satellites is

in development, and the first launch is planned in 2018.

The major goal of the GPS modernization is adding new navigation signals

to the constellation. Other than the legacy L1 C/A signal, the future modernized

GPS will provide three more signals for civilian users including L2C, L5, and L1C.

These signals enable the receivers to cancel the first-order ionospheric delay, which is

the largest error source affecting the GNSS measurements [10]. Therefore, navigation

accuracy can be significantly improved. According to [14], the L2C signal is designed

specifically for commercial applications, and it had been broadcast since 2005. The

L5 signal is of the most interest in this dissertation because it is intended to serve

for safety-critical applications such as civil aviation. In 2010, the first GPS IIF

satellite with a full L5 transmitter was launched, and all satellites launched since

then are broadcasting L5 signal. As the new generation civilian signal, L1C is planed

to be broadcast by GPS block III satellites. The key new feature of L1C is its

interoperability among GPS and other satellite navigation systems such as Galileo

and Beidou.

Also born in 1970s, the Russia’s GLONASS is almost at the same age as GPS.
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Even though the constellation had achieved full operational capability in 1995, it fell

into disrepair since the late 1990s, due to the economic crisis of Russia. It was not until

2011 when the full constellation of 24 satellites was restored, and these satellites are

now in three orbital planes inclined at 65 degrees to provide better satellite visibility in

high latitudes. Unlike GPS, whose signals are code division multiple access (CDMA),

GLONASS uses frequency division multiple access (FDMA) signals, transmitted in

both L1 and L2 frequencies. New GLONASS CDMA signals have been developed

and scheduled to be broadcast by the GLONASS-K2 satellites in 2018.

Figure 1.2. Joint Constellation of Future GNSS (Figure Courtesy of Dr. M. Joerger).

Other than these two fully operational constellations, GPS and GLONASS,

the European Union (E.U.) and China have both started their own satellite navigation

projects, respectively named Galileo and Beidou. Both constellations are currently

under construction, and both are expected to be completed by 2020 [12]. A full

constellation of Galileo is composed of 30 MEO satellites distributed in three orbital
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planes. A full Beidou constellation consists of total 35 satellites including 5 in geo-

stationary orbit (GEO), 3 in inclined geosynchronous orbit (IGSO) and 27 in MEO.

Because these two constellations are being developed after GPS and GLONASS,

their designs have taken advantage of prior experience of these GNSS developments.

Once completed, both Galileo and Beidou will directly broadcast modernized GPS-

equivalent CDMA signals on multiple frequencies for civilian users.

In summary, future multi-constellation GNSS will provide greatly increased

number of measurements with modernized signals on multiple frequencies. After

all four constellations have finished their modernization and full deployment, it is

expected that any user on earth will see 25 to 35 visible satellites at all times. Figure

1.2 shows an example of satellite visibility at Chicago, U.S.A. The red thick lines

represent the signals received from the satellites in multiple constellations.

1.2 Navigation Integrity and Continuity

The safety critical aviation has stringent requirements on navigation systems.

To quantify their performance, the international civil aviation organization (ICAO)

has respectively specified the metrics for different navigation methods [22]. Among

these metrics, accuracy is the most intuitive one, which measures the navigation

output deviation from the true position. However, using satellite based navigation,

accuracy requirement can usually be satisfied without great difficulty; instead, the

two most challenging requirements are navigation integrity and continuity, which are

the main focus of this research effort.

Integrity is a measure of trust that can be placed in the correctness of the

information supplied by the navigation system [22]. Integrity risk is defined as the

probability that an undetected navigation system error results in hazardous mislead-

ing information (HMI), which is the situation where an undetected positioning error
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exceeds a predefined alert limit (AL). Loss of integrity (LOI) in aviation navigation

can result in catastrophic consequences, so the integrity requirement IREQ is of the

greatest significance during any phase of aircraft flight.

Figure 1.3. Navigation Integrity Interpretation.

Figure 1.3 interprets the integrity concept in two ways. Both cylinders are

centered at the actual aircraft position. On the left figure, the red cylinder is prede-

fined respectively by the horizontal AL (HAL) and vertical AL (VAL). As a function

of the ALs, the integrity risk PHMI is the probability that the GNSS position estimate

locates outside of it. Alternatively, as shown on the right figure of 1.3, integrity can

be interpreted from the perspective of protection level (PL). Using this approach, a

black cylinder is defined such that the probability that the aircraft is outside of it

is equal to IREQ, and the PLs in each dimension are the horizontal PL (HPL) and

vertical PL (VPL). The aircraft is regarded to be operating safely only if all neither

PL exceeds its corresponding ALs.

In addition to integrity, navigation continuity is another crucial metric; it

measures the capability of the system to perform its function without unscheduled

interruptions during the intended operation. Continuity risk, or probability of loss

of continuity (LOC), is the probability of a detected but unscheduled navigation

function interruption after an operation has been initiated [22]. There are many
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sources that can lead to LOC event, and all of the them need to be properly accounted

for or limited in order to meet the specified requirement CREQ. For the cases where

alternative navigation tools are not available, LOC can lead the aircraft to be left

without means of navigation, which is another severe threat to safety.

1.3 Research Motivation

At the time when GPS was originally designed, one of the main intended

applications was civil aviation. Even though existing aviation navigation systems had

historically provided consistent performance with an excellent safety record, many

limitations and problems exist. For example, aircraft are restricted to pathways

dictated by ground based radio navigation, which limits the airspace capability and

increases the fuel and time cost [13]. Also, current systems for aircraft approach such

as the instrument landing system (ILS) only support straight approaches. So aircraft

need to take turns in starting approaches when the airspace complexity becomes

heavier. With satellite navigation available for aviation users, the aircraft can fly

directly from point to point using the most fuel-efficient path. It also enables aircraft

to fly closer to increase the arrival and departure rates. Moreover, GNSS provides

flexibility to optimally design new flight procedures such as optimized profile decent

and en-route flight. Most importantly, GNSS enables curved approaches, and helps

aircraft land in mountainous terrain where signals transmitted from the ground are

usually obstructed or reflected. Therefore, it is imperative to apply GNSS in aviation

field.

One major problem potentially affecting GNSS measurements is they are vul-

nerable to faults, including satellite and constellation failures, which will result in

large position estimate error. There are many factors that can lead to faults, such

as satellite clock anomalies, mistakes in orbit determination from the control seg-

ment, or sudden space environment changes [1]. The probability of fault occurrence
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is generally small: for example, the GPS constellation service provider (CSP) has

successfully limited the number of satellite faults to be less than three per year. With

such a small likelihood, this issue is of little concerned in many applications, such as

in car or cellphone navigation. However, despite the low fault rate and its downtrend

over the last decade, there have been several GPS satellite faults observed since 2009

[27, 30]. Moreover, GLONASS experienced a serious constellation failure that lasted

for more than 10 hours in 2014 [15]. It is widely understood that such faults could

occur in any other GNSS constellation as well. Therefore, the main challenge when

using multi-constellation GNSS in aviation applications is to mitigate the integrity

threats caused by measurement faults.

GNSS service can also be interrupted by many sources, including fault de-

tection, satellite outages, radio frequency interference, ionospheric scintillation, etc

[37]. Such interruptions can significantly reduce navigation continuity. Because fu-

ture GNSS will serve as the main source for navigation, the importance of continuity

has increased. In response, this research focuses on developing new methods to ensure

high navigation integrity and continuity for aviation users.

1.4 Prior Work

There has been a lot of research effort put into improving GNSS navigation

performance, and the outcomes have been serving aviation well [4, 6, 7]. All the

current existing satellite navigation tools for aircraft use only the GPS constellation,

although they are generally called GNSS augmentation techniques because they are

in principle applicable to other constellations as well. Depending on where the aug-

mentations are implemented, these systems can be assigned to one of the following

three categories: aircraft based augmentation systems (ABAS), ground based aug-

mentation systems (GBAS), and satellite based augmentation systems (SBAS).
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The concept of ABAS had been proposed at the very start of the full operation

of GPS. It only uses on-board equipment to meet the required navigation performance,

so it has no coverage limitations. The most widely used ABAS is RAIM, which

achieves self-contained FD by exploiting redundant measurements at the user receiver.

RAIM became operational in the mid-1990s as a backup navigation tool to support

aircraft en-route flight using GPS only. According to ICAO regulations, all the on-

board GNSS receivers are required to have RAIM capability. However, due to the

limited satellite redundancy from a single constellation, RAIM is only able to provide

limited availability, and can only support operations with less stringent navigation

requirements.

GBAS is a type of differential GNSS systems [10]. It is designed to support

aircraft approach and landing, so it only serves the airport region. The principle of

GBAS is using the ground infrastructures to generate differential correction messages

and integrity parameters, and then broadcast the information to the aircraft in a

very high frequency band (VHF) band. The information provides high accuracy and

integrity, which opens the possibility to achieve up to the most stringent category III

precision landing.

In comparison with GBAS, SBAS can provide services for all phases of flight

(except precision landing) within a continent-wide area. SBAS also relies on a ground

segment to generate corrections and compute integrity. But it uses geostationary

satellites to broadcast the information so it benefits all the users within the satellite

coverage. The wide area augmentation system (WAAS), the most mature opera-

tional SBAS, can now provide both horizontal and vertical navigation for approach

operations at all locations in the U.S. However, SBAS also has many disadvantages,

including its limited regional application, over-reliance on the ground infrastructures,
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as well as the high cost to establish the communication links.

1.5 Advanced RAIM

As discussed in Section 1.1.2, future multi-constellation GNSS will provide

many more satellites in view than we have available using GPS alone. In addition,

the application of dual-frequency signals will remove the largest measurement error

caused by ionospheric delay. Moreover, the satellite clock and ephemeris errors have

been significantly reduced in the past decade [26], which in turn improves navigation

accuracy. All these developments in GNSS, together with important advancements in

the RAIM concept itself, will open the possibility to independently support aircraft

navigation using GNSS, from takeoff, through en-route flight and final approach to

landing, with minimal investment in ground infrastructure. Therefore, considerable

effort has recently been expended, especially in the E.U. and the U.S. [9, 19, 20, 21,

8], to develop new dual-frequency, multi-constellation ARAIM fault detection and

exclusion methods. In 2004, an agreement was signed between U.S. and E.U. on

GPS/Galileo cooperation. The agreement foresaw a working group on developing

dual-constellation based ARAIM services for aviation, was formed as working group

C (WG-C) in 2010. As a member of WG-C, this research effort is motivated by using

GPS/Galileo constellations, but the methods derived in this dissertation can also be

extended to multi-constellation applications.

Currently, two versions of ARAIM, corresponding to two different operational

scenarios are being investigated [21]. Vertical ARAIM (V-ARAIM) is intended to

meet localizer precision requirements for aircraft landing with vertical guidance down

to 200 feet altitude (LPV-200). LPV-200 approach is a relatively new operation

proposed by Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and it has the most stringent

navigation requirements among the SBAS-achievable operations. Even though LPV-

200 has similar landing procedures as ILS category I including same decision height
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and visibility, it is still considered a non-precision approach due to its larger VAL

of 35 m. Other than V-ARAIM, horizontal ARAIM (H-ARAIM) aims at providing

horizontal navigation for aircraft en-route, terminal, initial approach, non-precision

approach (NPA) and departure operations. Required navigation performance (RNP)

0.1 is used as examples in this work to investigate H-ARAIM performance (RNP 0.1

is the most stringent navigation requirement for H-ARAIM operations). H-ARAIM

may be considered an evolution of conventional RAIM that takes advantage of GNSS

modernization and of newly deployed GNSS. According to the timeline, ARAIM is

scheduled to first provide horizontal service (H-ARAIM) and then V-ARAIM.

With multiple GNSS constellations available for future ARAIM, the impact

of having a large number of available measurements on navigation performance is

not entirely obvious. From the integrity perspective, we can naturally expect the

conditional integrity risk under any given fault hypothesis to be reduced. But there

is a chance that the accumulation of monitored fault modes increases the total (i.e.,

unconditioned) integrity risk. This is especially concerning given, that new emerging

constellations may not provide the same (low) levels of nominal ranging error and

prior fault probabilities as GPS, especially in the early phases of their deployments

[20]. From the continuity perspective, because any reasonable FD algorithm will

detect most faults, the accumulated likelihood of satellite and constellation faults with

multiple constellations could dramatically increase ARAIM continuity risk. Moreover,

since LOC becomes a more serious safety event in ARAIM, other continuity risk

contributions such as satellite outages also need to be quantified.

1.6 Dissertation Outline and Contributions

After this introductory chapter, Chapter 2 introduces ARAIM fundamentals.

The navigation requirements for ARAIM operations are specified. The integrity sup-

port message (ISM) and the baseline user algorithm is described. In addition, the
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parity space is introduced and the navigation performance of the baseline ARAIM

FD function presented.

Chapters 3 to 7 respectively correspond to the five main contributions to

knowledge in this dissertation. These contributions are outlined in the following

subsections.

1.6.1 Establishing the Theoretical Basis to Quantify Continuity Risk.

Most prior ARAIM work focused on developing theoretical methods to reduce in-

tegrity risk, but only few investigated other navigation metrics. In particular, nearly

all prior literature regards false alarm (FA) as the only concern for LOC, whereas

there are actually many other sources that contribute to continuity risk. In response,

V- and H-ARAIM continuity risks are now quantified by accounting for the impact

of both fault occurrences and unscheduled satellite outages (USO). New methods are

introduced to limit the impact of each source on navigation continuity. In addition,

we interpret continuity requirements with respect to different operational scenarios,

and identify the cases when an airborne fault exclusion function is required. It is

shown that exclusion is not needed for dual-constellation V-ARAIM, while it is al-

ways needed to provide H-ARAIM services. (Chapter 3)

1.6.2 Develop Fault Exclusion Scheme and New Bound on the Associated

Integrity Risk. A solution separation based fault exclusion algorithm is designed

and the practical implementation procedure is detailed. This algorithm can be exe-

cuted efficiently in real-time with a low probability of wrong exclusion. The approach

is motivated by a parity space representation of RAIM detection, and the key is to

use the relative magnitudes of the parity vector projections for each failure mode. To

ensure safety, a second-layer detection test is performed to verify that the satellite

subset after exclusion is fault free. The associated FDE integrity risk depends on

the details of the exclusion algorithm, since the design of the algorithm provides the
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criteria that determine the satellites to exclude. In this work, the integrity risk equa-

tions are bounded step by step, by accounting for all the exclusion options. (Chapter

4)

1.6.3 Quantify Achievable Multi-Constellation ARAIM Performance. Only

dual-constellation implementations have been applied in current ARAIM performance

analysis, although we foresee four full constellations. As discussed in Section 1.5, the

impact on ARAIM FDE availability with increased number of GNSS measurements is

still unknown. Using the new methods derived in this thesis, the ARAIM navigation

performance is comprehensively investigated over various numbers and qualities of

constellations, and the results are presented in terms of specific ARAIM operation

scenarios. (Chapter 5)

1.6.4 Investigate the Impact of Test Statistic Time Correlation on ARAIM

Integrity and Continuity Risk. According to the current baseline ARAIM

user algorithm, the integrity and continuity risk are evaluated based on one sample

test, assuming the test statistic correlation time is large compared to the exposure

interval. However, other relevant research on GBAS have found this assumption is

not true. For the GBAS case, the actual FA probability over the interval is found to

be much higher than the probability evaluated at one sample even if the test statistic

correlation time is longer than the exposure interval. Therefore, this work investigates

the impact of ARAIM test statistic time correlation on both integrity and continuity,

by deriving new methods to rigorously evaluate the risks over the exposure time. Both

the analytical and experimental results show that the actual FA probability is two

orders of magnitude higher than previously thought. A feasible solution to reduce

the false alarm probability is provided, without degrading the ARAIM navigation

availability. (Chapter 6)

1.6.5 Design a ARAIM Offline Ground Monitor to Validate the Integrity
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Support Message. One of the most significant new features of ARAIM is the ISM,

which provides assertions on the GNSS signal-in-space (SIS) performance. This dis-

sertation describes the design, analysis, and evaluation of the offline ground monitor,

which aims at validating the ISM broadcast to the users. The proposed architecture

utilizes a worldwide network of sparsely distributed reference stations, and paramet-

ric satellite orbital models to estimate the satellite position and clock. Two separate

analyses, covariance analysis and model fidelity evaluation, are carried out to respec-

tively quantify the impact of measurement errors and of residual model errors on

the estimation. The results of those analyses indicate this ground monitor design is

adequate for ARAIM ISM validation. (Chapter 7)

1.6.6 Conclusion. Finally, Chapter 8 provides conclusions and opportunities for

future research.
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CHAPTER 2

ARAIM FUNDAMENTALS

This chapter introduces the fundamental knowledge of ARAIM, including the

navigation requirements for ARAIM operations, the ISM, the user algorithm, the

parity space representation, and the navigation performance of the ARAIM FD func-

tion. The current ARAIM architecture was proposed by WG-C, and it had been

evolving over time. In comparison with traditional RAIM, the most innovative de-

signs in ARAIM are (a) employing the ISM to provide assertions on the constellation

performance and (b) creating new user algorithm to accommodate the dramatically

increased measurement redundancy using multiple GNSS constellations. As the most

important outcome of prior work on ARAIM, the baseline FD algorithm has been

well defined in [8, 21]. Even though the author has been involved in modifying and

updating the algorithm, it is not regarded as a major contribution in this dissertation.

Therefore, this chapter will take advantage of much of the relevant prior work, and

provide detailed and comprehensive derivations of the ARAIM solution separation

(SS) FD algorithm, from the fundamental GNSS measurement equation to the final

integrity risk upper bound.

2.1 Navigation Requirements

The navigation requirements for ARAIM operations are specified by ICAO in

[22], and they are interpreted in detail in this section. RNP 0.1 and LPV-200, which

respectively correspond to the most stringent requirements for H- and V-ARAIM ser-

vices, are employed as representatives throughout this thesis. If these two operations

can be provided by ARAIM, the others can be achieved as well. The integrity and

continuity risk requirements (IREQ and CREQ), which are the focus of this disserta-
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tion, are listed in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1. Integrity and Continuity Requirements for ARAIM Operations

Operations VAL HAL
Integrity Risk

Requirement

Time to

Alert (TTA)

Continuity Risk

Requirement

LPV-200 35 m 40 m 10−7/approach 6 sec 8× 10−6/15sec

RNP 0.1 N/A
185 m

(0.1 nm)
10−7/hour 10 sec

10−8/hour to

10−4/hour

As shown in Table 2.1, there is no VAL requirement for H-ARAIM because it

only provides horizontal navigation. In addition, the ALs of LPV-200 are significantly

smaller than those of RNP 0.1, which reflects the fact that LPV-200 has the most

stringent integrity requirement for ARAIM. V-ARAIM integrity requirement IREQ,V

is specified on a per approach basis, for which the exposure time is 150 seconds [6].

However, when computing the probability of fault occurrence during an approach,

one must properly account for the time that the ground segment needs to inform the

user, i.e., mean time to alert (MTTA). For example, a 1-hour MTTA means that a

latent fault can be existing before the approach and manifests at any time epoch while

approaching. As for the H-ARAIM integrity risk requirement IREQ,H , it is stated in

[22] that IREQ,H for a single aircraft is 10−5/hour. Nevertheless, since GNSS based

navigation may simultaneously serve a large number of aircraft over a large area, a

system integrity failure could cause a much more serious consequence. To account for

the impact of multiple aircraft, as listed in Table 2.1, the value of 10−7/hour is used

for H-ARAIM IREQ,H .

The TTA column in Table 2.1 specifies the maximum allowable time for the

navigation system to notify the user after a hazardous event occurs. For example,

the aircraft must be notified within 6 seconds if a hazardous fault is detected during
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LPV-200 approach. It is noteworthy that the TTA requirements are for the airborne

navigation systems, whereas the MTTA is the time that the GNSS control segment

needs to detect the faults. MTTA is usually much larger than TTA, because there is

no direct safety threat involved.

The continuity risk requirement CREQ,V for LPV-200 is 8×10−6 per 15 seconds,

which is the same as the requirement for category I precision approach. According

to ICAO, this requirement applies to average risk (over time) of LOC, and is nor-

malized to a 15-second exposure time. Unlike LOI, which can lead to catastrophic

consequences, V-ARAIM LOC only causes a missed approach, which is considered a

normal operation because it does not lead to safety threats. An approach can always

be aborted before the touch-down point so the significance of LOC during approach

is far less than LOI. Nevertheless, the system still needs to be designed to ensure

the average sense CREQ,V to limit the frequency of missed approaches, which if left

unconstrained, would obviously lead to undesirable operational consequences both for

aircraft users and air traffic controllers (ATC).

The occurrence of H-ARAIM LOC is regarded as a major failure condition

when other navigation means are not available [16]. As shown in Table 2.1, H-ARAIM

has more stringent continuity requirements. This is because LOC during a V-ARAIM

operation leads the aircraft to abort the approach, go around, and try again. As just

noted, such maneuvers are considered to be more-or-less normal occurrences and do

not impact safety. In contrast, an H-ARAIM operation cannot be easily aborted

once started, because alternate navigation means must be found when LOC occurs.

Otherwise, pilots and ATC would face potentially dangerously stressful situations.

The H-ARAIM continuity risk requirement CREQ,H is specified per hour in a

range from 10−8/hour to 10−4/hour. The existence of a range, rather than a single

value, accounts for the impact on multiple aircraft. According to [22], the navigation
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system continuity requirement for a single aircraft is 10−4/hour. But this requirement

is flexible for satellite-based systems, depending on the traffic density and airspace

complexity. For example, the most stringent requirement 10−8/hour is suitable for the

area where many aircraft use the same service and additional navigation tools are not

available. The intermediate value 10−6/hour can be used for the situations of high air

traffic density and airspace complexity, but the means to mitigate the LOC impact are

present. The specifications for CREQ,H vary somewhat across aviation literatures. For

example: [17] specifies that CREQ,H for en-route flight is 10−5/hour and 10−6/hour for

lateral navigation only (LNAV) approach; [7] uses a different range for the continuity

risk requirement from 10−7/hour to 10−5/hour. Therefore, the actual H-ARAIM

CREQ,H applied to any particular aircraft may be variable, and is highly dependent

on the operation. For simulation purposes later in this thesis, the value of CREQ,H

will be selected to be generally consistent with most of these specifications. Since

equipping with backup navigation tool is mandatory for civilian commercial aircraft,

we choose CREQ,H = 10−6/hour based on the ICAO specification. This value implies

100 aircraft are assumed to simultaneously use the same GNSS navigation service in

the region of the operation [18], and possible mitigation means are available if a LOC

occurs.

Table 2.2. V-ARAIM Accuracy and EMT Requirements

Accuracy Fault-Free Accuracy EMT

4 m (95%) 10 m (99.99999%) 15 m (99.999%)

In addition to the IREQ and CREQ, V-ARAIM also needs to meet the accuracy

and effective monitor threshold (EMT) requirements. Those criteria are described

in [8, 9] and listed here in Table 2.2. The first column refers to the typical accu-

racy criterion, which is specified in terms of 95% performance. The fault free (FF)
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accuracy requirement indicates that the position estimate error should be less than

10 m over 99.99999% of the time under FF conditions. EMT is defined to reduce

the occurrence of the vertical error being larger than 15 m, because such error will

result in significantly increased workload for the flight crew. The EMT requirement

in Table 2.2 limits the probability of such occurrence to be smaller than PEMT , which

is 10−5.

2.2 Integrity Support Message

The performance of RAIM/ARAIM is measured either in terms of integrity

risk or in terms of PL. It is highly dependent on the assumed GNSS nominal signal-

in-space error models and on the a-priori fault probabilities. In current conventional

RAIM implementations, this information is defined by the GPS CSP commitments,

and is hardcoded in the receiver. As an evolution of RAIM, ARAIM will (a) addi-

tionally use constellations that are not as mature as GPS, and (b) seek to provide

assured navigation for vertical guidance. To provide flexibility in the evolution of

RAIM to multi-constellation ARAIM, and to minimize invasiveness into the avionics,

ARAIM will include an ISM. The ISM will carry information defining SIS error and

fault statistics, including nominal measurement biases bnom, standard deviations of

the ephemeris and clock errors σURA, prior probabilities of satellite faults Psat, and

prior probabilities of constellation-wide faults Pconst [8]. The ISM parameters will

be generated and validated at the ground, and updated to users as needed. Various

methods of ISM dissemination are presently being considered, including on-aircraft

databases and data broadcast through geosynchronous satellites or one or more of the

GNSS core constellations. To validate the ISM, this dissertation describes an offline

ground monitor design in Chapter 7, which is applicable regardless of the method of

dissemination.

The ISM parameters bnom and σURA specify a Gaussian bound on the SIS
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performance under nominal conditions, (i.e., no faults). So the ephemeris and clock

error model for integrity risk evaluation is bounded by the pair of normal distri-

butions N(±bnom, σURA). However, because continuity risk applies to average sense

probability and its hazard classification is much lower than integrity, the error model

applied for continuity should be representing the actual observed error distribution

instead of a bounding one. Therefore, when evaluating the continuity risk, it will

be assumed that the actual ephemeris/clock error is characterized by a zero-mean

Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of σURE = 2/3σURA.

As for the prior probabilities Psat and Pconst, current work on defining them

is based on the GPS commitment and observations of historical data [28]. Since the

other CSPs have not yet clearly established the fault descriptions for their constella-

tions, this paper employs GPS as the representative. The GPS standard positioning

service (SPS) performance standard (PS) commits to have less than three space ve-

hicle (SV) faults per year with 1-hour MTTA by the ground segment [5]. This com-

mitment corresponds to the satellite failure rate Rsat of 10−5/hour/SV. Along with

the MTTA value, it can be easily computed that the single satellite fault probability

Psat within one-hour interval is 10−5 [29]. Therefore, unless otherwise specified, 10−5

will be used for single SV fault mode in this thesis. As for constellation faults, even

though it is expected that GPS CSP will commit a constellation fault prior proba-

bility Pconst of 10−6 in future SPS PS, we stay consistent with current ARAIM fault

assertions at this stage. Based on [28], a GPS Pconst of 10−4 needs to be applied for

V-ARAIM operations, and 10−8 can be used for H-ARAIM. For constellations other

than GPS, Pconst of 10−4 must be always assumed regardless of the operation. Note

that these Psat and Pconst values are employed here just for demonstration purposes,

and they may change in the future.

2.3 Measurement Model and Least-Squares Estimation
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This dissertation focuses on the ‘snapshot’ ARAIM method, which uses carrier-

smoothed code (CSC) measurements to estimate the user position and clock bias. Let

n and m respectively be the numbers of GNSS measurements and states. That is,

n is the number of all visible satellites and m is equal to three plus the number of

constellations. In this work, it is assumed that there are always enough measurement

redundancies to support ARAIM FDE. So the measurement equation can be linearized

and expressed as [11, 23]:

z = Hx + v + f (2.1)

where z is the n × 1 measurement vector, H is the n × m observation matrix that

is composed of line-of-sight vectors and ones, x is the m × 1 state vector, v is the

n×1 error vector, and f is the n×1 fault vector, where the elements are zeros if their

corresponding measurements are fault free.

The ARAIM error model has been well established and specified in [8, 21].

It accounts for three error sources including ephemeris/clock error, tropospheric de-

lay, and the user error (receiver multipath and noise). The ionospheric delay is not

considered here since ARAIM will always use dual-frequency GNSS measurements.

However, an iono-free factor needs to be applied for the user error. Given the error

model, v can be bounded by a normal distribution v ∼ N(b,V), where V is the

covariance matrix of the measurement errors, and b corresponds to the nominal bias

vector with ±bnom for each element.

As the most commonly used estimation method, the Least-squares (LS) esti-

mator is used in the baseline ARAIM algorithm. Other proposed ARAIM ‘optimal’

estimation methods, which will be introduced in later sections, are developed based

on the LS approach [25, 31]. Using a LS estimator, the states in equation 2.1 are

estimated as:

x̂0 =
(
HTV−1H

)−1
HTV−1z (2.2)
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and the corresponding covariance matrix of x̂0 is:

P0 =
(
HTV−1H

)−1
(2.3)

In addition, to simplify the notations, a system matrix S0 is defined as:

S0 =
(
HTV−1H

)−1
HTV−1 (2.4)

The subscript ‘0’ in equations 2.2 to 2.4 indicates the usage of the full set of

satellites, i.e., all the available measurements are used to obtain the position solution.

To extract the state of interest, a 1×m vector αr is defined, where the subscript ‘r’

notes the rth element of x. For example, r = 3 corresponds to extracting the vertical

component of the position estimate. If GPS/Galileo constellations are employed,

α3 = [ 0 0 1 0 0 ] (2.5)

Accordingly, when using a local east-north-up coordinate system, we use the

following notation to define the vertical position estimate, variance and system matrix:

x̂
(3)
0 = α3x̂0, σ

(3)2

0 = α3P0α
T
3 , and S

(3)
0 = α3S0 (2.6)

Since same approach can be applied for any of the three dimensions, the deriva-

tions are written in terms of only one (r = 1, 2, or 3) for the rest of the thesis. And

to simplify notations, the subscript (r) is removed in the final expression. Therefore,

the position estimation error of the state of interest ε0 is written as:

ε0 = x̂0 − x = S
(r)
0 (v + f) (2.7)

ε0 ∼ N
(
S

(r)
0 (b + f) , σ2

0

)
(2.8)

2.4 Baseline Fault Detection User Algorithm
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The user algorithm consists of two parts: FD implementation and the corre-

sponding integrity risk (or PL) evaluation. This section starts with the definitions of

PHMI and PFA, then describes the solution separation (SS) FD algorithm, and then

provides a computationally efficient upper bound on the integrity risk.

2.4.1 Integrity Risk and False Alarm. The integrity risk PHMI for ARAIM

FD is the joint probability of undetected faults resulting in HMI:

PHMI = P
(
HI0, D̄0

)
(2.9)

where HI0 represents the event of hazardous information existing in the full-set so-

lution, i.e., |ε0| > `, where ` is the AL. D̄0 is the event of no fault detection using

all satellites in view, i.e., |q| < T , where q is the detection test statistic and T is the

threshold (to be defined in the next subsection).

Therefore, equation 2.9 can be written as:

PHMI = P (|ε0| > `, |q| < T ) (2.10)

ARAIM employs a multiple fault hypothesis approach to evaluate the integrity

risk [24]. Equation 2.10 becomes:

PHMI =
H∑
i=0

P (|ε0| > `, |q| < T |Hi)PHi
(2.11)

where Hi denotes the fault hypotheses for i = 1, 2, ...H, which account for all

faulty SV combinations of the measurements including FF (H0), single satellite fault,

multiple satellite faults, constellation fault. PHi
is the prior probability of the cor-

responding fault mode Hi, which can be evaluated from Psat and Pconst. To avoid

confusion, it is worth mentioning that the subscript ‘0’ on H0 indicates the FF state,

whereas the ‘0 in equations 2.2 to 2.10 represent the use of all-in-view satellites (i.e.,

if the measurements are fault free all of them can be used).
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For those hypotheses that account for multiple simultaneous faults, the prior

probabilities are small in comparison with the integrity risk requirement. For example,

the probability of having three simultaneous SV failures is 10−15, which is negligible

compared to IREQ. In these cases, to improve computational efficiency, the associated

conditional integrity risks can be upper bounded by 1. Therefore, equation 2.11 can

be rewritten and bounded by:

PHMI =
h∑
i=0

P (|ε0| > `, |q| < T |Hi)PHi
+

H∑
i=h+1

P (|ε0| > `, |q| < T |Hi)PHi
(2.12a)

<
h∑
i=0

P (|ε0| > `, |q| < T |Hi)PHi
+

H∑
i=h+1

PHi
(2.12b)

where h is the number of fault modes that need to be monitored. The second summa-

tion term on the right side of 2.12b is defined as PNM , which accounts for the events

with small probabilities that are not monitored (NM). An integrity budget PTHRES is

allocated to limit PNM , and a detailed description of how to determine the monitored

fault modes and compute the PNM is provided in [8] and [11].

FA is one of the main causes for LOC, and it is usually limited by setting

the detection threshold T appropriately. FA occurs when there is a deceptive alarm

under FF condition:

PFA = P (D0|H0)PH0 = P (|q| > T |H0)PH0 (2.13)

where D0 indicates the fault detection event using satellites in view.

2.4.2 Defining the Test Statistic. The SS RAIM detection method had been

derived in [11], and it has been selected as the baseline algorithm by the ARAIM

working group. The SS test statistics are defined in position domain, which are the

differences between the full-set position solution x̂0 and the subset solutions x̂d:

∆d = x̂0 − x̂d = ε0 − εd, for d = 1...h. (2.14)
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where the subscript d indexes the number of detection test statistics from 1...h, and

h equals to the number of monitored fault modes. x̂d is the position estimate using

satellites without the one(s) in fault mode d. εd is the position estimate error of x̂d,

i.e., εd = x̂d − x.

Figure 2.1. Interpretation of SS Test Statistics.

As the result, the h detection statistics ∆d respectively correspond to each of

the fault hypotheses Hi (i = 1 ...h) . If any of the statistics exceed the threshold, an

alarm is issued, indicating fault exists in the system. Otherwise, if all the test statis-

tics are smaller than their thresholds, there is no detection event and the operation

continues. To further interpret the SS approach, Figure 2.1 illustrates an example

case in the position domain: 6 SVs are employed for positioning; only a single satel-

lite fault is considered; the measurement of SV 6 is faulted. Therefore, among the 7

position estimates, only x̂6 (denoted in green) provides a FF estimate, which is close

to the actual position denoted by the blue start. All the faulted position estimates

are circled by the dashed red line in Figure 2.1, where the solid red dot corresponds

to the all-in-view position estimate and the others are the subset solutions. In this
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figure, the SS test statistics are expressed by the purple dashed lines. ∆6 is expected

to be the maximum because it corresponds to the distance between a faulted and a

FF estimate.

To compute the subset position estimate x̂d, let W be defined as the inverse

of the covariance matrix V, i.e., W = V−1, and let Wd be defined as the inverse

covariance matrix under hypothesis Hd, where Wd is equal to W except the elements

associated with the faulted mode are set to be 0. For example, if Hd indicates the

faults are on the 2nd and 4th measurements, then those two diagonal elements in Wd

are set to 0. Similar to the all-in-view case, the subset position solution x̂d and the

estimation error εd can be expressed as:

x̂d = S
(r)
d z, and εd = S

(r)
d (v + f) = S

(r)
d v (2.15)

where

S
(r)
d = αr

(
HTWdH

)−1
HTWd (2.16)

In equation 2.15, the faulted measurements are removed in S
(r)
d . So, the faults

have no impact on x̂d and εd, and the subset estimation error is distributed as follow-

ing:

εd ∼ N
(
S

(r)
d b, σ2

d

)
(2.17)

where

σ2
d = αrPdα

T
r , and Pd =

(
HTWdH

)−1
(2.18)

Plugging equations 2.15 and 2.7 into 2.14, ∆d becomes:

∆d = S
(r)
∆d

(v + f) ∼ N
(
S

(r)
∆d

(b + f) , σ2
∆d

)
(2.19)

where it is defined that S
(r)
∆d

= S
(r)
0 − S

(r)
d , and Appendix B of [11] has presented the

proof that σ2
∆d

= σ2
d − σ2

0.

2.4.3 Bounding PHMI and PFA. With the SS detection methodology being
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clarified, the integrity risk equation 2.12 can be written in terms the test statistics:

PHMI <

h∑
i=0

P

(
|ε0| > `,

h⋂
d=1

|∆d| < T∆d
|Hi

)
PHi

+ PNM (2.20)

and the false alarm equation 2.13 becomes:

PFA = P

(
h⋃
d=1

|∆d| > T∆d
|H0

)
PH0 (2.21)

where the intersection
⋂

and union
⋃

signs restate the fact that D̄0 occurs only if

all the test statistics are less than the thresholds, and detection D0 occurs when any

of the statistics exceed the thresholds.

Similar to most detection problems, the SS ARAIM detection thresholds are

determined by limiting the FA probability. However, directly evaluating PFA using

equation 2.21 is cumbersome because the statistics are correlated [38]. Therefore, the

following equation is usually used to bound PFA:

PFA <
h∑
d=1

P (|∆d| > T∆d
|H0)PH0 (2.22)

As mentioned in section 2.2, a realistic SIS error model should be applied

for continuity risk evaluation. Therefore, when computing T∆d
, the ephemeris/clock

error is characterized by a zero mean normal distribution, i.e., b = 0. In addition,

because there is no fault (f = 0) under the FF hypothesis H0, ∆d in equation 2.22

has zero mean. Let PFA,REQ be the FA requirement allocated from CREQ. To meet

PFA < PFA,REQ, the detection thresholds can be computed as:

T∆d
= Td σ∆d

, where Td = Q−1

{
PFA,REQ
2PH0 · h

}
(2.23)

and Q−1 is the inverse tail probability function.

The correlations among the test statistics also makes equation 2.20 challenging

to be directly evaluated. Instead, a conservative but computationally efficient upper
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bound is usually considered to compute the integrity risk. To do this, the monitored

hypotheses are divided into two groups: the FF hypothesis H0 and all the other Hi

for i = 1, 2, ...h. First, let PHMI,H0 be defined as the conditional integrity risk under

hypothesis H0. It is bounded by ignoring the no detection event:

PHMI,H0 = P

(
|ε0| > `,

h⋂
d=1

|∆d| < T∆d
|H0

)
(2.24a)

< P (|ε0| > ` |H0) (2.24b)

Equation 2.24b is a tight bound because the probability of having no detection

event under H0 is close to one. In addition, the order of magnitude of this bound is

usually much smaller than IREQ because σ0 is small comparing to the AL. Therefore,

the integrity risk increment caused by this term is typically negligible.

Let PHMI,Hi
be the conditional integrity risk of other monitored fault modes

where i 6= 0. It can be bounded by:

PHMI,Hi
= P

(
|ε0| > `,

h⋂
d=1

|∆d| < T∆d
|Hi

)
(2.25a)

< P (|ε0| > `, |∆i| < T∆i
|Hi) (2.25b)

In equation 2.25b, only the test statistic of fault mode i is used to examine

the detection event. This step is also considered a tight bound because the position

differences between full-set and fault-free solution is expected to be the maximum.

The upper bound of equation 2.25b is a joint probability; however, [11] has proved ε0

and ∆i are independent. One way to evaluate 2.25b is by searching over all the fault

magnitudes and directions to find the maximum integrity risk, but this approach

is computationally expensive because it requires deriving the worst case fault. In

response, a further bound of equation 2.25b is developed. From equation 2.14, it can

be derived that:

|ε0| ≤ |εi|+ |∆i| (2.26)
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Applying equation 2.26 into 2.25b, the bound becomes:

PHMI,Hi
< P (|εi|+ |∆i| > `, − |∆i| > −T∆i

|Hi) (2.27a)

< P (|εi|+ T∆i
> ` |Hi) (2.27b)

Equation 2.27b is obtained by summing the two joint variables in 2.27a. Therefore,

the final expression of the overall integrity risk bound is:

PHMI < P (|ε0| > ` |H0)PH0 +
h∑
i=1

P (|εi|+ T∆i
> ` |Hi)PHi

+ PNM (2.28)

The most remarkable advantage of equation 2.28 is that all the estimation

errors FF, and their distributions have been characterized by equations 2.17 and 2.18.

Moreover, to conservatively account for the impact of nominal biases on integrity risk,

the mean of εi is bounded by [8]:

bi =
n∑

idx=1

∣∣∣S(r)
i,idx

∣∣∣ bnom ≥ S
(r)
i b (2.29)

where idx denotes the measurement index. S
(r)
i,idx represents each element in the 1×n

vector S
(r)
i .

Other than directly evaluating the integrity risk, the PL is an alternative

way to express the information contained in the integrity risk bound. The PL is

a more practical metric in many cases, especially when the ALs of the operations

are unknown to the GNSS receiver. The PL corresponding to equation 2.28 can be

computed (iteratively) using equation 2.30. The derivation of equation 2.30 can be

found in Appendix D of [39], and a method to solve the equation is introduced in

Appendix E of the same document.

IREQ < 2Q

(
PL− b0

σ0

)
+

h∑
i=1

Q

(
PL− T∆i

− bi
σi

)
PHi + PNM (2.30)

2.4.4 V-ARAIM Accuracy and EMT. For V-ARAIM operations, the accuracy

and EMT tests should also be implemented. The standard deviation of the vertical
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position solution for the accuracy criteria can be evaluated by the following:

σv,acc =
√
α3S0VaccS0αT3 (2.31)

where Vacc is the covariance matrix of the measurement errors used for accuracy and

continuity evaluation, i.e., the SIS error component in Vacc is σ2
URE.

Let KACC and KFF respectively be the multipliers to compute the 95% and

FF accuracies, the accuracy performance is:

95% accuracy = KACCσv,acc (2.32a)

FF accuracy = KFFσv,acc (2.32b)

The values of KACC and KFF can be easily computed from a standard normal dis-

tribution: KACC = 1.96 and KFF = 5.33 [8]. However, because 10 m/KFF is smaller

than 4 m/KACC , only the FF accuracy criterion needs to be considered.

The EMT is defined as the maximum vertical detection threshold of the fault

modes whose prior probabilities are larger than PEMT . Therefore:

EMT = max
i|PHi

≥PEMT

T
(3)
∆i

(2.33)

2.4.5 V-ARAIM Optimal Estimator. Among the metrics that measures the

V-ARAIM performance, VAL is the most stringent requirement, whereas the others

can usually be achieved easily. To improve the overall navigation performance, an

optimal estimator had been designed for V-ARAIM. The principle of it is to reduce

the vertical component of the integrity risk (or VPL) at the cost of degrading the

accuracy performance [25, 31]. Therefore, it will only be applied when VPL > VAL,

while the FF accuracy meets the requirement. Letting σv,acc,req be the requirement of

σv,acc, the estimator that minimizes VPL can be obtained using the following steps

[21]:
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1. Among all the monitored fault hypotheses Hi, find the one with maximum

standard deviation of the subset estimate error σi, and note the corresponding

system matrix as Simax.

2. Compute:

a =
(
S

(3)
imax − S

(3)
0

)T
Vacc

(
S

(3)
imax − S

(3)
0

)
b = 2S

(3)T

0 Vacc

(
S

(3)
imax − S

(3)
0

)
c = S

(3)T

0 VaccS
(3)
0 − σ2

v,acc,req

(2.34)

3. Compute:

t = min

(
1,
−b+

√
b2 − 4ac

2a

)
(2.35)

4. Compute:

sopt = S
(3)
0 + t

(
S

(3)
imax − S

(3)
0

)
(2.36)

5. Replace S
(3)
0 with sopt, and define the new all-in-view system matrix as S0,opt.

Reevaluate the full-set position estimate, PHMI/VPL, and σv,acc using S0,opt.

2.5 Parity Space

The parity space representation is the most illustrative expression of the de-

tection process using measurement redundancy. It had been introduce for residual

based (RB) RAIM in [40]. In this section, the definition of parity vector is described,

the relationship between the parity vector and SS test statistics is established, and a

simple measurement model is introduced to visualize the relationship in parity space.

2.5.1 Parity Vector. To get the parity vector, the measurement equation 2.1

is first normalized by pre-multiplying by V−
1
2 . Then the normalized measurement

vector, observation matrix, noise vector and fault vector respectively become: z∗ =

V−
1
2 z, H∗ = V−

1
2 H, v∗ = V−

1
2 v and f∗ = V−

1
2 f . The (n−m)×n parity matrix Q is
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obtained by taking the singular value decomposition (SVD) of H∗. Let the following

equation 2.37 be the SVD result:

H∗n×m = Un×n

 Sm×m

0(n−m)×m

VT
m×m, where Un×n =

[
U1,n×m U2,n×(n−m)

]
(2.37)

Defining UT
2 as the parity matrix Q, then the (n −m) × 1 parity vector p is

[40, 41]:

p = Qz∗ = Q (v∗ + f∗) (2.38)

Moreover, [11] has proved the following relationships:

QH∗ = 0(n−m)×m, QQT = I(n−m), and QTQ = In −H∗S∗0 (2.39)

where S∗0V
− 1

2 = S0, and In is identical matrix.

2.5.2 SS Test Statistics in Parity Space. To establish the relationships between

SS test statistics and the parity vector, the statistics are first normalized by their

standard deviations. For fault hypothesis Hi, the normalized statistic is:

qi =
∆i

σ∆i

=
αr (S∗0 − S∗i ) z∗

σ∆i

(2.40)

In equation 2.40, S∗i is the system matrix of the normalized measurement

equation for hypothesis Hi. Combining equation 2.39 with the relationship shown in

[11] that S∗0 = S∗iH
∗S∗0, ∆i can be expressed as:

∆i = αr (S∗iH
∗S∗0 − S∗i ) z∗

= −αrS∗iQTQz∗ = −αrS∗iQTp

(2.41)

The standard deviation of the test statistic σ∆i
is equivalent to:

σ∆i
=
√
αr (Pi −P0)αTr

=
√
αr (S∗iS

∗T
i − S∗iH

∗S∗T0 S∗Ti )αTr

=
√
αrS∗iQ

TQS∗Ti α
T
r

(2.42)
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Therefore, the relationship between qi and p can be expressed as:

qi = wip, where wi =
−αrS∗iQT√

αrS∗iQ
T (αrS∗iQ

T )T
(2.43)

wi in equation 2.43 is defined as “fault projection line” for the hypothesis Hi.

And the projection of the parity vector on this line is the corresponding normalized

SS test statistic qi. It should be noted that the derivation of wi applies for all the

fault hypotheses. For single fault mode, wi is also called fault mode line [11], where

the mean of the parity vector is on this line.

2.5.3 Detection Region in Parity Space. To visualize fault detection in parity

space, a simple measurement model is employed. The observation matrix and the

error model are:

H = [ 1 1 1 ]T , and v ∼ N
(
0(3×1), I3

)
(2.44)

Three fault modes i = 1, 2, 3, corresponding to each measurement, are con-

sidered in this problem. Since there are two redundant measurements, this example

can be easily demonstrated in a two-dimensional parity space.

Figure 2.2. Parity Space Representation of ARAIM Fault Detection.

Figure 2.2 visualizes ARAIM FD process under the fault hypothesis H1, i.e.,

the fault is on the line w1 (highlighted red). The yellow arrow represents the parity
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vector p, and its projections onto three fault lines are the associated normalized SS

test statistics, i.e., equation 2.43. The blue region on the right indicates no detection

event D̄0, in which all the statistics are less than the thresholds. It has regular

hexagon shape because the magnitudes of the thresholds are equal for all three qi. In

this example case, the parity vector lies outside of the no detection region, so there

is a detection event.

2.6 Navigation Performance of ARAIM Detection Function

Because the ARAIM WG-C was established on a bilateral basis between the

EU and U.S., it was assumed that only GPS and Galileo constellations will be available

to support ARAIM. As a result, the baseline fault detection user algorithm aims at

providing full service capability without any reliance on other constellations except

the GPS/Galileo. Therefore, this section demonstrates the navigation performance

only using dual-constellation ARAIM. Multi-constellation ARAIM performance will

be analyzed later in Chapter 5.

In the case of using GPS and Galileo constellations, the baseline simulation

conditions have been clearly defined in [21]. Table 2.3 lists the key simulation pa-

rameters used for this analysis, which are modified from [21]. The almanac files are

downloaded from the link in [21] to provide coarse SV positions, which are sufficient

for covariance analysis.

2.6.1 V-ARAIM FD Availability Performance. The V-ARAIM navigation

performance is demonstrated in terms of availability. Availability is defined as the

fraction of time the navigation system is usable before the operation is initiated.

Therefore, all the criteria in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 need to be achieved if the operation

is available at a given time.

Figure 2.3 shows the worldwide availability of the LPV-200 operation. The
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Figure 2.3. Baseline V-ARAIM FD Worldwide Availability Performance.

baseline user algorithm and optimal estimator described in Section 2.4 are employed

to obtain this result. Coverage reflects the fraction of users in the investigated region

that have availability greater than 0.995. When computing the average availability

and coverage of Figure 2.3, user grid points are weighted by the cosine of the latitude

to account for the relative area they represent. This result indicates that the dual-

constellation V-ARAIM FD function is able to provide high service availability for

LPV-200.

2.6.2 Worldwide HPL Map of H-ARAIM FD. The navigation performance

of H-ARAIM FD is characterized in terms of HPL, and the worldwide HPL map is

shown in Figure 2.4. The HPL values at each location are the maximum ones over

the simulation time period. The figure shows that the HPL is significantly smaller

than the HAL for RNP 0.1 over the entire Earth, which implies the availability and

coverage of H-ARAIM are both 1.
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Figure 2.4. Baseline H-ARAIM FD Worldwide HPL Map.
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Table 2.3. Baseline Simulation Conditions of Dual-Constellation ARAIM

Scenarios Values

Constellation Configuration 24 GPS + 24 Galileo

Error Model Nominal Model Described in [21]

Mask Angle 5 degrees

User Grid Latitude by Longitude: : 10 deg × 10 deg

Simulation Time Period 1 day

Time Steps 10 minutes

Psat 10−5

Pconst
V-ARAIM: 10−4 for all constellations

H-ARAIM: 10−8 for GPS, 10−4 for Galileo

σURA V-ARAIM: 1 m, H-ARAIM: 2.4 m

σURE 2/3σURA

bnom 0.75 m

Coverage Range
V-ARAIM: -70 deg to 70 deg latitude

H-ARAIM: worldwide
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CHAPTER 3

QUANTIFYING CONTINUITY RISK

As the first contribution of this dissertation, this chapter provides the theoret-

ical basis to quantify the contributions of all sources to ARAIM continuity risk. In

particular, since ARAIM will use multiple constellations, the heightened likelihood of

the user encountering a fault or USO could significantly impact navigation continu-

ity [34]. In response, a rigorous continuity risk equation is derived to quantitatively

account for the LOC contributions of measurement faults and USO, based on the

navigation requirements. The relationships among the failure rate, USO probability,

MTTA, and the exposure time are captured. To reduce the LOC probability due to

frequent FD events, a fault exclusion function can be implemented [36, 35]. However,

the gain in continuity comes at the cost of increased integrity risk [24]. This is due

to the fact that excluding satellites may weaken the satellite geometry, and the pos-

sibility of excluding the wrong satellite increases the integrity risk [33]. Therefore,

exclusion introduces a tradeoff between integrity and continuity. Whether the exclu-

sion function is even needed or not depends on the intended operations. Using the

overall LOC equation, the need for airborne exclusion is assessed in this chapter, and

the process to establish the requirements for exclusion function itself is described. In

addition, the new approach developed in section 3.5 enables us to rigorously account

for all the possible USO conditions, including multi-satellite outages, and to deter-

mine whether an exclusion function is still needed after a USO event. To achieve this,

the assumptions are laid out and the rationale is clarified.

3.1 Causes of Loss of Continuity

Obviously, to properly evaluate the overall continuity risk, or probability of
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LOC (PLOC), all the sources that cause LOC must be properly accounted for. How-

ever, because ARAIM continuity has been paid less attention than integrity in the

literature, FA is the only LOC source that has been considered so far [32, 42]. In

reality, there are many other possible causes of LOC, including FD, USO, ionospheric

scintillation (IOSC), and radio frequency interference (RFI). Among those sources,

this work focuses on the impact of measurement fault and USO, because they can

severely affect continuity in multi-constellation ARAIM. All other LOC sources are

grouped together as Pother. Therefore, the overall PLOC can be classified into two

categories:

PLOC = Palert + Pother (3.1)

Figure 3.1. Two Categories of the LOC Sources.

In equation 3.1 and Table 3.1, Palert is the probability of the airborne receiver

issuing an alert. It indicates a true fault detection event under a faulted condition, or

a FA event if the state is FF. Moreover, as will be addressed in later sections, the alert

may also be issued under a USO condition. In this chapter, Palert is first expanded

to account for the measurement faults, and then even further to include the impact

of USO events. As for the Pother, a continuity budget will be assigned for it, and this

dissertation assumes that Pother is always below the budget.

3.2 Continuity Risk Contribution of Fault Occurrence
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This section addresses the impact of GNSS faults on ARAIM continuity, and

develops the basis to quantify their contribution. Because the impact of USO will be

separately addressed later, the derivations in this section are based on the assumption

that there is no USO, i.e., outage free (OF) conditions exist. So, FA and FD are

considered as the main continuity threats here.

3.2.1 H-ARAIM Continuity Risk. Equation 3.2 shows the overall H-ARAIM

continuity risk PLOC,H when only a detection function is implemented (i.e., without

exclusion capability), where the subscript ‘H’ refers to H-ARAIM. The probability of

FA and FD are respectively expressed as PFA,H and PFD,H .

PLOC,H = Palert,H + Pother,H

= PFA,H + PFD,H + Pother,H

(3.2)

where

PFA,H = P (D0|H0)PH0, and PFD,H =
H∑
i=1

P (D0|Hi)PHi (3.3)

3.2.2 V-ARAIM Continuity Risk. Similar to equation 3.2, the total V-ARAIM

continuity risk PLOC,V with only detection function, is expressed as equation 3.4.

PLOC,V = Palert,V + Pother,V

= m (PFA,V + PFD,V ) + Pother,V

(3.4)

For V-ARAIM operations, CREQ,V represents the allocation between one single

aircraft and the non-aircraft elements, and each aircraft is considered independent.

However, [22] also points out the requirement needs to be adjusted when two runways

are closely-spaced. This is because navigation service can be used by many aircraft at

the same time, and they may simultaneously loss continuity due to common system

failure. However, a missed approach of an aircraft at one airport does not impact the

ATC at other airports. Only if two runways are close with each other, the simulta-

neous missed approaches will result in increased stress for the same ATC. Therefore,
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to be rigorous and conservative, the multiplier m is introduced in equation 3.4 to

address the impact of navigation interruptions on more than one aircraft approach,

and m = 2 is assumed in this thesis. It is worth clarifying for the use of m on FA

event, which is typically caused by large error under FF condition. According to

ARAIM error model, ephemeris and SV clock errors are the largest error sources,

and their anomaly will have the same impact on two adjacent users, thereby causing

simultaneous FA. Those scenarios have been conservatively captured in equation 3.4,

which bounds the overall V-ARAIM continuity risk.

PFA,V = P (D0|H0)λPH0, and PFD,V =
H∑
i=1

γP (D0|Hi)λPHi (3.5)

where λ =
15 sec

1 hour
.

To accommodate the requirement CREQ,V , the fault probabilities PHi need to

be scaled to a 15-second exposure interval [37]. Unlike integrity risk, which is affected

by latent faults, LOC occurs only at the transition moment from continuous service

to sudden interruption. Let us conservatively assume all the faults can be detected

and detection always occurs during approach. Even though a fault may last an hour

or more before it is identified by the ground segment, if it does not impact the aircraft

anymore once detected, so one fault will cause only one LOC in one 15 second segment

regardless of when the fault is detected. Therefore, the multiplier in equation 3.5 is

applied to convert the fault probability PHi into the 15-second interval.

In the justification of the last paragraph, it is implicitly assumed that a fault

does not cause more than one missed approach for the same aircraft. However, despite

the small likelihood, this situation may happen when (a) the aircraft is exposed to

a long lasting fault, (b) a second approach is attempted following a missed approach

due to FD, and (c) the fault is not detected again prior to the second approach but

is detected again during the second approach. In response, another multiplier γ is
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introduced in equation 3.5 to account for such scenario. On the one hand, since fault

detection could occur multiple times during the 1-hour exposure period, γ should be

larger than 1. On the other hand, if a fault is detected during the first attempted

approach, it will most likely be detected again by the airborne algorithm prior to

next approach (because the magnitude of GNSS ranging faults typically increases

monotonically). Detection prior to an approach impacts availability, not continuity.

Therefore, γ should be a small value which only accounts for the less likely, non-

monotonically increasing faults. γ = 1.1 is employed in this thesis, which means that

one tenth of aircraft are assumed to be exposed to the same fault again during their

second approach.

3.3 Need for Exclusion Function

The motivation of designing an exclusion function is to mitigate the impact of

fault occurrence on ARAIM continuity, so the need of this function, can be determined

using the relationships established in section 3.2, based on the continuity requirements

interpreted in section 2.1. When the probability of FD exceeds the continuity risk

requirement, airborne exclusion should be implemented. In this section, the need of

exclusion will be comprehensively assessed for both V- and H-ARAIM over multiple

criteria, and the cases when an exclusion function is required are identified.

For H-ARAIM, the need of an exclusion function can be assessed by comparing

the PFD,H in equation 3.2 with the CREQ,H . Given the significance of H-ARAIM LOC

event and the stringent value of CREQ,H , the conclusion appears obvious. Even the

single satellite fault rate for GPS (10−5/hr) already dramatically exceeds requirement.

Therefore, H-ARAIM exclusion function must be implemented to improve continuity.

For V-ARAIM, to respectively limit each LOC contribution, the overall con-

tinuity risk requirement CREQ,V is allocated to the different sources. Table 3.1 lists
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an example allocation that will be used throughout the remainder of this thesis. The

three components in the first row correspond to LOC event under the FF condition,

the fault-present (FP) condition and all other causes. The values in the second row

are the allocated budgets whose summation is CREQ,V . If the LOC probabilities under

each individual condition are all smaller than these budgets, the overall continuity

requirement is satisfied.

Table 3.1. V-ARAIM Continuity Budget Allocation

PFF,V,REQ PFP,V,REQ Pother,V,REQ

2× 10−6/15 sec 5× 10−6/15 sec 10−6/15 sec

As mentioned in section 2.4, the ARAIM FA probability can be controlled

by setting the detection threshold to meet PFF,V,REQ. To examine the need of a

V-ARAIM exclusion function, the FD probability under the FP condition should be

computed. To do this, we use the first two terms in equation 3.6 below, The rightmost

term in equation 3.6 is a tight bound on this probability, because the likelihood of

detecting a fault under Hi will be very close to 1 by design. If it turns out that the

bound is smaller than PFP,V,REQ, then a V-ARAIM exclusion function is not required

for continuity.

mPFD,V = m
H∑
i=1

γP (D0|Hi)λPHi < mγ
H∑
i=1

λPHi (3.6)

As revealed by equation 3.6, the value of the bound is most directly influenced

by the fault mode prior probabilities and the total number of fault modes, H. The

latter, in turn, is depends on the number of constellations and satellites used. Whether

an V-ARAIM exclusion function is needed or not could vary over different operational

scenarios. We investigate multiple representative cases using two, three, and four

constellations, for which m = 2 and γ = 1.1 are applied. The sensitivity analyses are
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achieved by varying the number of measurements and the values of Psat and Pconst.

Figure 3.2. Probability Bound of LOC due to Fault with Varying Numbers of Mea-
surements.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the probability bound of equation 3.6 as a function of the

average number of visible satellites. In each figure, three solid lines distinguished by

color correspond to number of constellations being investigated, and the red dashed

line is the allocated continuity budget PFP,V,REQ. An exclusion function is not required

for the cases when the solid lines are below the red lines. The only difference between

the Figures 3.2a and 3.2b is the assumption on fault probability, where Fig. 3.2a

applies nominal Psat and Pconst for all constellations, and Fig. 3.2b assumes one of

the investigated constellations is subject to a smaller Pconst of 10−6. Under dual-

constellation scenario in Fig. 3.2a, the intersection between the black line and the

threshold occurs when the average number of satellites is more than 35. It is highly

unlikely that this number will ever be reached with any two constellations, which

implies airborne exclusion function is not needed using dual-constellation V-ARAIM.

For the four-constellation scenario in Fig. 3.2a, the green line is above the threshold

if the average number of SVs exceeds 15. In this case, with four constellations, it is

quite likely that the average number of visible satellites will exceed 15 visible SVs

using four constellations, so the heightened continuity risk will need to be reduced by

an exclusion function. When three constellations are applied, the intersection in Fig.
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3.2a occurs 25 visible SVs. Therefore, at any given location, the need for exclusion

with three constellations will depend on the actual average number of satellites visible

at that location. In comparison with Fig. 3.2a, all the lines are moved to the right

in Fig. 3.2b, which implies more SVs can be accomodated while still meeting the

continuity budget. To further investigate the sensitivity on fault probability values,

a more dedicated analysis is carried out.

Figure 3.3. Psat vs. Pconst for One Constellation to Meet the Allocated Continuity
Requirement.

Figure 3.3 shows the tolerable Psat and Pconst values for one constellation to

meet the allocated continuity budget, while assuming all other constellations are

subject to nominal fault probabilities, i.e., Psat = 10−5 and Pconst = 10−4. The

three lines in each figure define the borders of whether or not implementing exclusion

function is required. In other words, an exclusion function is not needed if the values

of Psat and Pconst are located in the region under and to the left of the solid lines.

Comparing those lines, the green one forms the smallest area because of the large

number of measurements with four constellations. The difference between figures

3.3a and 3.3b is the assumed average number of visible SVs from each constellation.

And Fig. 3.3b shows how the acceptable fault probability values decrease when more

SVs are visible. The results show that, in all cases, a V-ARAIM exclusion function

would be required for continuity if any one of the constellations is subject to Psat of
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10−4, or Pconst of 10−3.

3.4 Requirements for Exclusion Function

3.4.1 Requirements for V-ARAIM Exclusion. According to the analyses in

last section, a V-ARAIM exclusion function is required to improve continuity when

four constellations are in use, and/or the constellations are subject to larger fault

probabilities. In this case, only those detection events that the exclusion function

cannot resolve would result in LOC. These can further separated into two classes: (1)

under FF conditions, we can have a FA followed by no exclusion (FANE), and (2) in

the case of a FD with no exclusion (FDNE) after. The continuity requirements for

the V-ARAIM FDE functions must be defined to limit these two events.

The probability of FANE can be quantified and bounded by the following

equation:

mPFANE,V = mP
(
D0, Ē0|H0

)
λPH0 < mP (D0|H0)λPH0 (3.7)

where Ē0 denotes no exclusion when using all satellites in view. The upper bound of

equation 3.7 is the FA event, so the LOC contribution of V-ARAIM FANE can be

controlled by setting detection thresholds.

When a fault is present, the probability of LOC with an exclusion function is:

mPFDNE,V = m

H∑
i=1

γP
(
D0, Ē0|Hi

)
λPHi < m

H∑
i=1

γP
(
Ē0|Hi

)
λPHi (3.8)

Limiting the bound in equation 3.8 to meet PFP,V,REQ can be achieved by appropri-

ately setting exclusion thresholds. The ARAIM exclusion tests will be introduced in

the next chapter.

It must be clarified that to generate the quantitative results in section 3.3, we

chose an example continuity requirement allocation and example scale factors. Be-

cause we seek to build a general method that rigorously accounts for all possible LOC
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contributions, conservative values were selected. Therefore, the conclusion from those

example analyses may not be suitable for all operational conditions. For instance, it

is not always necessary to use m = 2, especially for airports with widely dispersed

runways. In addition, less conservative fault probabilities–for example, based on his-

torical data–may be used when computing continuity risk. Such changes could reduce

the FD probability, and may potentially lead to the conclusion that exclusion is not

required for V-ARAIM even if three or four constellations are used. Further, even

though we use conservative values, the green line in Figure 3.2a shows the total LOC

probability bound exceeds the requirement (8× 10−6) by only a small amount, which

might be acceptable from an operational perspective. For this reason, in the later

chapters of this thesis, V-ARAIM performance is investigated separately using the

FD-only function and the FDE function.

3.4.2 Requirement for H-ARAIM Exclusion. Similar to Table 3.1, Table 3.2

lists an example H-ARAIM continuity requirement CREQ,H allocation among the FF

condition, FP condition, and all other sources.

Table 3.2. H-ARAIM Continuity Budget Allocation

PFF,H,REQ PFP,H,REQ Pother,H,REQ

4× 10−7/ hour 5× 10−7/ hour 10−7/ hour

With an exclusion function implemented, the overall H-ARAIM LOC proba-

bility is given by equation 3.9. Equations 3.10 and 3.11 express the bounds on the

FANE and FDNE contributions, which should be respectively limited to be smaller

than PFF,H,REQ and PFP,H,REQ in Table 3.2.

PLOC,H = PFANE,H + PFDNE,H + Pother,H (3.9)

PFANE,H = P
(
D0, Ē0|H0

)
PH0 < P (D0|H0)PH0 (3.10)
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PFDNE,H =
H∑
i=1

P
(
D0, Ē0|Hi

)
PHi <

H∑
i=1

P
(
Ē0|Hi

)
PHi (3.11)

3.5 Loss of Continuity Contribution of Unscheduled Satellite Outages

In addition to SV faults, the increased number of measurements in multi-

constellation ARAIM increases the satellite outage probability, which in turn increases

the continuity risk. There are two types of outage: a scheduled satellite outage (SSO)

is announced at least 48 hours in advance to the user, and USO, which typically results

from sudden system malfunctions or maintenance occurring outside the scheduled

period [5]. Since SSO is known before the operation, it impacts availability rather

than continuity. Therefore, we only account for the impact of USO on ARAIM LOC.

GPS SPS PS has specified that the prior probability of USO occurrence on a single

satellite (PUSO) is less than 2×10−4 [5]. Assuming the other constellations can achieve

the same probability as GPS, the total probability of the user undergoing USO has

exceeded CREQ,H significantly. In response, a new method is derived in this section to

rigorously account for the USO occurrence in the continuity risk equation. H-ARAIM

will be employed as a vehicle to present this method, because LOC is a more serious

event in H-ARAIM operations, and CREQ,H is much more stringent than CREQ,V .

The principle of this approach is unifying all the LOC contributions from

both measurement faults and USO into the Palert in equation 3.1, and limiting those

contributions by setting FDE thresholds. The allocation in Table 3.2 is also applied

here, where 10−7/hour is allocated to Pother,H and 9 × 10−7/hour is for the overall

Palert. By including all the USO conditions, equation 3.9 becomes:

PLOC,H =
H∑
s=0

(
PFANE|Os + PFDNE|Os

)
POs + Pother,H (3.12a)

=
H∑
s=0

(
Hs∑
i=0

P
(
Ds, Ēs|Hi, Os

)
PHi

)
POs + Pother,H (3.12b)

where Os represents the USO occurrence on satellite subset s = 0, 1, ...H, and s de-
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notes all possible USO combinations including the OF condition (O0), single-satellite

USO, dual-satellite USO, etc. POs is the prior probability of the event ‘Os’. Ds indi-

cates that detection occurs using the remaining satellites when there is a USO event

‘Os’, where ‘s = 0’ denotes all satellites are in view. Ēs implies no exclusion can be

made using the remaining satellites under the condition ‘Os’. In addition, since PHi

and Hi are also conditioned on ‘Os’, the fault hypotheses applies for the remaining

satellites. Therefore, the total number of hypotheses is noted as Hs to distinguish

from the all-in-view set.

Figure 3.4. H-ARAIM LOC Tree.

Figure 3.4 shows a H-ARAIM continuity tree that visually expresses equation

3.12. It is expanded from Figure 3.1 by expressing Palert,H over all the USO conditions

and associated fault modes. The LOC contributions can be controlled by setting

the fault detection and exclusion threshold. Therefore, similar to section 3.4, the
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requirements of the FDE function under USO scenario are given by limiting each

contribution of Figure 3.4 to meet their allocated continuity budgets. The section

provide two ways to allocate the CREQ,H among all the USO conditions, depending

on whether or not the budgets for FANE and FDNE over ‘Os’ are equally allocated.

3.5.1 Equal Allocation over USO Conditions. The overall H-ARAIM LOC

equation 3.12 can be bounded as:

PLOC,H <
H∑
s=0

(
P (Ds|H0, Os)PH0 +

Hs∑
i=1

P
(
Ēk|Hi, Os

)
PHi

)
POs + Pother,H (3.13)

Under the USO condition ‘Os’, the two terms inside the bracket of equation

3.13 respectively bound the FANE and FDNE events. Since the summation of POs

over all USO events is 1, the same budgets as Table 3.2 can be applied in this case for

setting FDE thresholds. Therefore, regardless of USO, there is only one PFF,H,REQ

to set the detection threshold, and one PFP,H,REQ to set the exclusion threshold.

Operationally, this allocation does not require the user to know whether there is a

USO or not.

3.5.2 Non-Equal Allocation over USO Conditions. If the receiver always

knows whether there is a USO present at any time epoch, the allocated continuity

budget into ‘Os’ may vary. Depending on the USO conditions during operation, the

receiver can use different budgets to compute FDE thresholds. Therefore, the total

budget for ‘Palert,H ’ can be allocated optimally among the events ‘Os’ to minimize

the associated integrity risk. The optimization process is not addressed in this thesis,

and an example case is presented in this subsection to demonstrate the idea and to

make comparison with the equal allocation in the last subsection.

Depending on the presence of USO, equation 3.12 is divided into (a) FANE

and FDNE under OF (s = 0) condition and (b) under USO (s 6= 0) cases:
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PLOC,H = PFANE,OF +PFDNE,OF +PFANE,USO +PFDNE,USO +Pother,H (3.14)

<P (D0|H0, O0)PH0PO0 +

H0∑
i=1

P
(
Ē0|Hi, O0

)
PHiPO0 + Pother,H

+
H∑
s=1

(P (Ds|H0, Os)PH0)POs +
H∑
s=1

(
Hs∑
i=1

P
(
Ēk|Hi, Os

)
PHi

)
POs

(3.15)

Table 3.3. H-ARAIM Continuity Budget Allocation among OF and USO Conditions

PFF,OF,REQ PFP,OF,REQ PFF,USO,REQ PFP,USO,REQ

2× 10−7/ hour 2× 10−7/ hour 2× 10−7/ hour 3× 10−7/ hour

Table 3.3 lists the example requirement allocation for the four components in

equation 3.14. The FDE thresholds can be obtained by respectively limiting each

term to be smaller than the allocated requirements. Under the USO conditions, the

thresholds can be set much tighter than under the OF conditions, because the last

two components of equation 3.14 account for the USO prior probabilities. Therefore,

their corresponding contributions to the integrity risk can be reduced. In addition, in

PFDNE,USO, the sum of the products of the fault and USO prior probabilities is gener-

ally very small. When the sum is already smaller than the requirement PFP,USO,REQ,

there is no need to perform the exclusion function under USO conditions. However,

this approach assumes that the receiver always knows the USO conditions during

flight, and the assumption itself is worth discussing. Operationally, the user can rec-

ognize the cases in which lock on a particular satellite is suddenly lost due to USO,

but it is questionable whether the user knows USO conditions at the starting point

of the operation. In particular, it is more challenging to determine when the lost

satellite is reinstated after suffering from a USO. Therefore, both equal and non-

equal allocations are investigated in later chapters to quantify ARAIM navigation

performance.
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CHAPTER 4

FAULT EXCLUSION SCHEME

This chapter presents a detailed, step-by-step description of a new SS based

exclusion algorithm and derives the associated FDE integrity risk bound. The algo-

rithm is primarily intended to serve as an exclusion function for H-ARAIM, but it

can also be directly applied to improve V-ARAIM continuity when needed. Moreover,

it can additionally be used to reduce the unavailable periods when an aircraft has

detected a fault prior to the intended operation. Since the algorithm is implemented

in real-time, the user may be exposed in USO conditions ‘Os’ where s 6= 0. But to

lighten the notations, the subscript ‘Os’ or ‘s’ are eliminated in the first three sec-

tions, because the derivations are all under this condition. The USO notations come

back in the last section for the predictive integrity risk (or PL) evaluation, and such

cases will be clarified.

4.1 Real-Time FDE Algorithm

Figure 4.1 is the flow diagram that describes the real-time FDE procedure.

It starts with evaluating integrity risk PHMI (or PL) of the current geometry. The

remaining FDE steps will be implemented only if the integrity risk requirement IREQ

(or AL) for the intended operation is met. The details of how to compute PHMI (and

PL) will be provided later in section 4.3. For continuity, the key design element is

the follow-up exclusion step after detection, and the mechanism to determine which

SV(s) to exclude, both of which will be described shortly. For H-ARAIM applications,

the probability of GPS constellation fault is assumed to be 10−8, so it can be used

to exclude other constellation faults even in the dual-constellation case. However,

for V-ARAIM operations, the GPS constellation fault probability cannot be assumed
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negligible, so at least three constellations would be required to exclude a constellation

fault.

Figure 4.1. Flow Diagram of the Real-Time FDE Process.

The baseline multiple MHSS ARAIM detection algorithm has been described

in section 2.4. Let the normalized detection test statistics express as [33]:

qd =
∆d

σ∆d

(4.1)

Once an alarm occurs, the exclusion function will be executed. In this design,

the exclusion function is composed of a two-step process. The first step determines

the exclusion option order, by arraying all the qd in a magnitude descending sequence.
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The first exclusion option corresponds to the fault mode with maximum statistic. The

principle behind formatting in this order is due to the distributions of SS detection

statistics. Because the statistics are the differences between the all-in-view and satel-

lite subset solutions in position domain, under a faulted condition it is most likely

that the one corresponding to the actual fault is much larger than the others. To

visualize this basis, a parity space representation will be demonstrated later. It is

worth mentioning that the purpose of the first step is to provide an efficient route for

the algorithm to quickly make the final exclusion decision. It is true that there are

cases when the actual fault mode does not result in the maximum statistic, especially

when the constellation is exposed to more than one SV failure. That is why the

second step has to be applied.

In the second step, the final exclusion option is determined. It employs a

second layer detection test to confirm there is no alarm in the satellite subset. The

normalized exclusion statistics (or second layer detection statistics) are defined as:

qe,l =
x̂e − x̂e,l
σ∆e,l

=
εe − εe,l
σ∆e,l

, for l = 1 ...he. (4.2)

where x̂e,l is the least squares position estimate using remaining satellites after ex-

cluding fault mode e, e = 1, ...h, except the ones in the second layer fault mode l,

l = 1, ...he. σ∆e,l
is the standard deviation of the exclusion statistic ∆e,l, which is

defined as the difference between x̂e and x̂e,l. εe,l is the position estimate error of x̂e,l,

normally distributed with bias be,l and standard deviation σe,l.

This step goes through all the exclusion options following the order determined

in step 1. For each option, the exclusion test compares each qe,l with its associated

threshold Te,l, which is determined by the continuity requirement. If all the exclusion

statistics are within their thresholds, then the associated satellite(s) in the candidate

fault mode is/are chosen to be excluded. However, it is possible that no exclusion

can be made even after testing all the options. This case will result in LOC, and its
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probability of occurrence has been captured in equations 3.8 and 3.11. In summary,

two conditions will result in a satellite subset j being excluded (Ej): (a) there is no

second layer detection after excluding this subset (D̄j); (b) this subset corresponds

to the maximum detection statistic among the subsets that pass the exclusion test

(MAXj). The following subsection employs the example introduced in section 2.5 to

help clarify this proposed algorithm.

4.1.1 Party Space Representation of the FDE Algorithm. Figure 4.2a is a

recall of the detection problem of Figure 2.2, where the measurement and error models

are specified in equation 2.44. Because measurement 1 is faulted, the associated fault

mode line w1 is labeled red. As the fault magnitude varies, the parity vector p

will move along w1 with small deviation orthogonal to w1 due to nominal noise on

measurements 2 and 3. In Figure 4.2a, the fault is detected, and the first step of the

exclusion function will return an exclusion option order first attempting exclusion of

measurement 1, then 2 and 3.

Figure 4.2. Parity Space Representation of ARAIM FDE Algorithm.

As shown in Figure 4.2b, the second exclusion step examines if there is second

layer detection event. The green band corresponds to the correct exclusion event in

which measurement 1 will be excluded. The red band result in wrong exclusion since

measurements 2 and 3 will be excluded. The widths of those bands are determined by

the magnitude of the exclusion threshold Te,l. For this example, the exclusion function
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first confirms there is no detection after excluding measurement 1. Therefore, the

final exclusion decision is made at the first attempt, and there is no need to test other

options.

4.2 Evaluating FDE Thresholds

With the FDE algorithm being specified, the events of fault detection (D0) and

no exclusion (Ē0) can be expressed in mathematical terms. The detection thresholds

Td and exclusion thresholds Ti,l can be respectively computed based on the allocated

continuity budgets in Table 3.2.

Since the upper bound term in equation 3.10 is identical to the FA equation

2.21 in section 2.4.3, equation 2.23 is used to evaluate Td, where the PFA,REQ is

replaced by the PFF,H,REQ of Table 3.2. According to the design, Ē0 occurs when

no exclusion option can be validated, i.e., when a second layer detection occurs:
h⋂
e=1

(
he⋃
l=1

|qe,l| > Te,l

)
. Therefore, for H-ARAIM, equation 3.11 becomes:

PFDNE,H <
h∑
i=1

P

(
h⋂
e=1

(
he⋃
l=1

|qe,l| > Te,l

)
|Hi

)
PHi + PNM (4.3a)

<
h∑
i=1

P

(
he⋃
l=1

|qi,l| > Ti,l|H0

)
PHi + PNM (4.3b)

<
h∑
i=1

he∑
l=1

P (|qi,l| > Ti,l|H0)PHi + PNM < PFP,H,REQ (4.3c)

The bound from equation 4.3a to 4.3b is noteworthy, where only one exclusion

option associated with the fault hypothesis is considered, i.e., e = i. Since the

actual fault is excluded, the second layer detection statistics in equation 4.3c are

fault free (H0). Equation 4.3c can be applied to set the exclusion thresholds over

all the monitored fault hypotheses. In this work, an even allocation of PFP,H,REQ is

adopted. Therefore,

Ti,l = Q−1

{
PFP,H,REQ,Hi

2 · he

}
, where PFP,H,REQ,Hi =

PFP,H,REQ
h · PHi

(4.4)
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It is worth clarifying that the derivations above are based on the requirements

for H-ARAIM exclusion presented in section 3.4.2. When USO is considered in the

PLOC,H of equation 3.12, this approach is only applicable for the case of equal alloca-

tion of CREQ,H over USO conditions, i.e., section 3.5.1. For the non-equal allocation

case in section 3.5.2, the corresponding FDE thresholds are derived in Appendix

A. Moreover, for V-ARAIM, if exclusion is implemented, this approach can also be

applied. A minor modification may be needed to accommodate the multipliers in

equations 3.7 and 3.8.

4.3 Bounding the Instantaneous Integrity Risk

As shown in Figure 4.1, before detection, the receiver does not know whether

there is a fault detection or not and which satellite subset needs to be excluded.

Therefore, the FDE integrity risk equation must account for the risk introduced by

all possible exclusion options:

IPHMI = P
(
HI0, D̄0

)
+

h∑
j=1

P (HIj, Ej, D0) (4.5)

where the upper left superscript ‘I’ in IPHMI refers to the ‘instantaneous’ risk. HI0

and HIj respectively represent the events that hazardous information exists in (a)

full-set position estimate and in (b) subset estimate after excluding satellites in fault

mode j. The first term on the right side, which is identical to equation 2.9, is the

integrity risk using the FD function only. The additional terms (i.e., the summation)

carry the cost of increased integrity risk by implementing exclusion. Equation 4.5 can

be bounded by employing the multiple fault hypothesis approach:

IPHMI =
h∑
i=0

max
fi


P
(
HI0, D̄0|Hi, fi

)
+

h∑
j=1

P
(
HIj, D̄j,MAXj, D0|Hi, fi

)
PHi + PNM (4.6)

There is an expansion of notation from equation 4.5 to 4.6, where the exclu-
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sion event Ej in the former is decomposed in terms of both D̄j and MAXj. Under

the hypothesis Hi, the actual fault vector is fi, which can be fully described by its

direction and magnitude [11]. The worst-case fault is obtained when the conditional

FDE integrity risk for Hi (the summation over all exclusion options under hypothesis

Hi) is maximized. However, directly evaluating IPHMI using equation 4.6 is almost

impossible because (a) searching for the worst-case fault over all exclusion options is

an arduous task, especially when Hi is a multiple-satellite fault mode, and (b) the

correlations between the events in each exclusion option are complex. In response,

we seek a more computationally efficient upper bound.

IPHMI <

h∑
i=0

P
(
HI0, D̄0|Hi

)
PHi +

h∑
i=0

h∑
j=1

P
(
HIj, D̄j,MAXj, D0|Hi

)
PHi + PNM

(4.7)

In equation 4.7, fi have been implicitly selected to maximize each term in-

dividually. In contrast, in equation 4.6, a single fault mode is selected to maximize

the sum of all the terms. Therefore, summing the maximized individual risks using

equation 4.7 always bounds the maximized summed risk in equation 4.6.

The first summation term on the right side of equation 4.7 corresponds to

the detection-only integrity risk, which is the same as equation 2.20 and its upper

bound has been established in equation 2.28. Now turning our attention to the second

(double summation) term on the right side of 4.7, define IPHMI,i,j as the conditional

integrity risk after excluding Ej under hypothesis Hi. For the FF condition, H0,

since the position estimation error εj is expected to be significantly smaller than AL,

IPHMI,0,j can still be tightly bounded by eliminating all other information:

IPHMI,0,j = P
(
HIj, D̄j,MAXj, D0|H0

)
(4.8a)

< P (HIj|H0) = P (|εj| > `|H0) (4.8b)

For the other fault hypotheses Hi, the exclusion events can be classified into
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two categories: correct exclusion (CE) and wrong exclusion (WE). Equation 4.8b

can also be applied to tightly bound the integrity risk of CE event, because if the

actual faulted satellite subset Si belongs to the excluded subset Sj, the post-exclusion

position estimate x̂j is also FF. In regard to the WE event, the following bounding

steps are employed, leading to a final upper bound of equation 4.9d that can be

evaluated with great computational efficiency.

IPHMI,i,j
Si*Sj

= P
(
HIj, D̄j,MAXj, D0|Hi

)
(4.9a)

< P
(
HIj, D̄j|Hi

)
= P

(
|εj| > `,

he⋂
l=1

|qj,l| < Tj,l|Hi

)
(4.9b)

< P (|εj| > `, |qj,i| < Tj,i|Hi) (4.9c)

< P
(
|εj,i|+ σ∆j,i

Tj,i > `|Hi

)
(4.9d)

In the progression from equation 4.9a to 4.9b, the knowledge of MAXj and

D0 is eliminated, which implies the exclusion option order does not impact the fi-

nal integrity risk upper bound. This is consistent with the original motivation of

designating the order, which aims at speeding up the real-time exclusion decision-

making process, not improving integrity. In summary, the overall FDE integrity risk

associated with the proposed algorithm can be upper bounded and evaluated by sub-

stituting equations 2.28, 4.8 and 4.9d into equation 4.7 [24]:

IPHMI < P (|ε0| > ` |H0)PH0 +
h∑
i=1

P (|εi|+ σ∆i
Ti > ` |Hi)PHi

+
h∑
j=1


P (|εj| > `|H0)PH0 +

h∑
i=1

Si⊆Sj

P (|εj| > `|Hi)PHi

+
h∑
i=1

Si*Sj

P
(
|εj,i|+ σ∆j,i

Tj,i > `|Hi

)
PHi


+ PNM

(4.10)

Alternatively, [39] has developed the corresponding PL approach to equation

4.10. The derivations of equation 4.11 and the method to solve it can respectively be
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found in appendix D and E of [39].

IREQ < 2Q

(
PL− b0

σ0

)
+

h∑
i=1

Q

(
PL− bi − σ∆i

Ti
σi

)
PHi

+
h∑
j=1

2Q

(
PL− bj
σj

)
+

h∑
i=1

Si*Sj

Q

(
PL− bj,i − σ∆j,i

Tj,i

σj,i

)
PHi

+ PNM

(4.11)

4.4 Predictive Integrity Risk

To quantify the expected ARAIM navigation performance, an offline analysis

is usually carried out. To do this, the integrity risk is predicted prior to the operations.

In principle, the predictive integrity risk PPHMI needs to characterize all the scenar-

ios that the user may encounter in real-time. However, it is not feasible to exactly

capture the complex and various operational environments in advance, because the

actual satellite geometry may change due to many factors, such as the aircraft bank-

ing. Therefore, the evaluation of PPHMI depends on the assumptions on the real-time

operations. To control the variables when addressing the ARAIM navigation perfor-

mance, it is first assumed that the predicted satellite geometries are identical to the

actual real-time geometries. So the instantaneous integrity risks in equations 2.28

and 4.10 are the same as PPHMI , and they will be employed to respectively analyze

the performance using FD function only and both FDE functions.

In addition, the impact of USO on the overall ARAIM navigation performance

must be quantified; the corresponding continuity risk equation was provided in section

3.5. The associated predictive integrity risk, which accounts for the integrity threat

when the user undergoes USO, can be expressed and bounded as:

PPHMI =
H∑
s=0

PHMI|OsPOs <

huso∑
s=0

PHMI|OsPOs + PNM,USO (4.12)

where PHMI|Os is the same as the IPHMI in section 4.3 except the subscript ‘Os’ is
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recovered. PNM,USO accounts for the cases when USO occurs on multiple satellites

simultaneously. It is very similar to PNM : since their prior probabilities are very small,

this term is regarded as a not monitored component. The methods for evaluating PNM

can also be applied here to determine huso and compute PNM,USO, by replacing the

Psat and Pconst with PUSO.

As suggested by equation 4.12, PPHMI is a weighted sum of the conditional

integrity risk under Os. If the ‘equal allocation’ method for CREQ,H (section 3.5.1) is

employed, the PHMI|Os are the same for all s = 0, 1, ...huso:

PHMI|Os = P
(
HIs, D̄s |Os

)
+

hs∑
j=1

P (HIjs , Ejs , Ds |Os) (4.13)

Again, equation 4.13 is the same to 4.5 except the subscripts for USO events

are recovered. So it can be solved using the upper bound of equation 4.10. If the

‘non-equal allocation’ approach (section 3.5.2) is used, depending on the allocation

in Table 3.3, it may be concluded that exclusion function is not required under USO

condition. Therefore, PHMI|Os does not need to account for the exclusion options

when s 6= 0, i.e.:

PHMI|Os = P
(
HIs, D̄s |Os

)
(4.14)

Equation 4.14 can be upper bounded by equation 2.28. As a result, depending

on whether or not equally allocating the continuity budget for FANE and FDNE over

‘Os’, the predictive integrity risk PPHMI can be computed by plugging equations 4.13

and/or 4.14 into 4.12.
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CHAPTER 5

MULTI-CONSTELLATION ARAIM NAVIGATION PERFORMANCE

With the theoretical methods being derived in previous chapters, this chap-

ter comprehensively investigates multi-constellation ARAIM navigation performance

and addresses the impact of increased numbers of measurements on integrity and

continuity. The analyses are performed based on the simulation conditions speci-

fied in Table 2.3. To investigate the achievable navigation performance with multi-

ple constellations, GLONASS and Beidou are employed as additional sources to the

dual-constellation (GPS + Galileo) scenario. Moreover, different values for the ISM

parameters are used to demonstrate the sensitivity of ARAIM performance over dif-

ferent constellation qualities. The specific criteria will be provided in detail for each

simulation. In Chapter 3, it was shown that an exclusion function must be imple-

mented to improve H-ARAIM continuity, and whether or not an exclusion function

is needed for V-ARAIM largely depends on the operational scenario. In general,

airborne exclusion will likely not be required for dual-constellation V-ARAIM but

may be needed when four constellations are employed. Therefore, the sections in

this chapter respectively analyze the performance (a) using FD function only for V-

ARAIM with nominal ISM parameters, (b) using FD function only for V-ARAIM

with degraded ISM parameters, (c) applying both detection and exclusion functions

for four-constellation V-ARAIM and dual-constellation H-ARAIM, and (d) applying

the new method to account for the impact of USO on the navigation performance.

The goal of the first two analysis is to quantify achievable V-ARAIM navigation per-

formance over various numbers and qualities of the constellations to demonstrate the

impact of increased measurement redundancy on navigation integrity. The last two

analyses validate the exclusion scheme, and shows the resulting ARAIM availability
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while meeting both integrity and continuity requirements.

5.1 Achievable V-ARAIM FD Navigation Performance with Multiple Con-
stellations

This section addresses V-ARAIM navigation integrity as a function of the

number of the constellations. The baseline 23 GLONASS and 27 Beidou, whose al-

manacs are also available in [21], are employed. It is first assumed that those two

newly added constellations can provide GPS-equivalent performance. So the following

nominal ISM values are applied for all four constellations: Psat = 10−5, Pconst = 10−4,

σURA = 1 m, bnom = 0.75 m. The analysis investigates the potential benefits to V-

ARAIM performance by adding constellations with high performance, and therefore

helps answer the following question: whether adding more measurements always im-

proves navigation performance and what service levels can be achieved. Figure 5.1

demonstrates the achievable vertical VPL with two, three and four constellations.

Figure 5.1. Achievable VPL Levels (in meters) Using Constellations with Equivalent
Performance to GPS.

Table 5.1 expresses the performance in terms of 99.5% availability coverages

with varying VAL. Because VAL is the most stringent requirement criterion, it is em-

ployed here to determine V-ARAIM availability. The results indicate that adding con-

stellations with GPS-equivalent performance significantly improves V-ARAIM navi-

gation integrity. With four constellations, high coverage can be achieved for VAL as

low as 15m. However, Figure 5.1c shows that a VAL of 10 m, which is required for

precision Category I approach, still cannot be attained.
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Table 5.1. 99.5% Availability Coverage Using Constellations with Equivalent Perfor-
mance to GPS

VAL Two Constellations Three Constellations Four Constellations

15 m 0% 14% 94.75%

20 m 0% 97% 100%

35 m 98.37% 100% 100%

5.2 Sensitivity Analysis of V-ARAIM FD Navigation Performance to ISM

For V-ARAIM, the ISM values in the baseline simulations in the last two sec-

tions were based on the GPS performance. However, newly developed constellations

may not achieve the same performance level. Moreover, even GPS only commits a

minimum σURA of 2.4 m instead of 1 m. So those ISM values may be optimistic

for all constellations. In response, sensitivity analyses to the ISM are carried out in

following section.

5.2.1 Adding Constellations with Lower Performance Levels. Conservative

ISM values may be used for constellations that are at the early phases of deployment,

or if the historical observations on those constellations show a greater number of faults

and/or larger errors than specified by the CSP. This analysis addresses the impact

of such constellations on V-ARAIM performance. It is assumed GPS and Galileo

constellations are subject to the nominal ISM values used in section 5.1, but two sets

of conservative ISM values are considered for GLONASS and Beidou: (1) Psat = 10−4,

Pconst = 10−4, σURA = 2.4 m, bnom = 1.5 m; (2) Psat = 10−4, Pconst = 10−3, σURA = 4.8

m, bnom = 2 m. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 respectively show the VPL maps for these two

example cases by adding one and two constellations with limited performance level.

Table 5.2 shows 99.5% availability coverage results of the analyses. The two
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Figure 5.2. Achievable VPL Levels (in meters) Using Constellations with ISM Values
in Set 1.

Figure 5.3. Achievable VPL Levels (in meters) Using Constellations with ISM Values
in Set 2.

coverages in the 3rd and 4th columns are obtained using the ISM values of sets 1 and

2. It can be observed that new constellations with larger ISM values can still provide

beneficial improvements to V-ARAIM navigation performance. However, when using

the values in set 2, there is no significant change in the availability performance. Since

adding new constellations always increases computational load, it is suggested that

poor constellations such as the ones in Figure 5.3 not be used for ARAIM operations.

5.2.2 V-ARAIM FD Performance Using Currently Broadcast GPS σURA.

The third analysis investigates multi-constellation ARAIM performance using cur-

rently lowest broadcast σURA value. Although actual ranging error is significantly

better, for now the GPS CSP commits only to a minimum σURA of 2.4 m. This anal-

ysis is achieved by using σURA = 2.4 m for all constellations, and other ISM values
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Table 5.2. 99.5% Availability Coverage Using Constellations with Equivalent Perfor-
mance to GPS

VAL Two Constellations Three Constellations Four Constellations

20 m 0% 32.97% / 0% 76.03% / 0%

35 m 98.37% 100% / 98.83% 100% / 100%

are set the same as the ones used in section 5.1. The results in Fig. 7 and Table 7

indicate that even with the currently achieved σURA, LPV-200 operation can still be

provided using three or four constellations.

Figure 5.4. Achievable VPL Levels (in meters) Using Constellations with Currently
Broadcast GPS σURA.

Table 5.3. 99.5% Availability Coverage Using Constellations with Currently Broad-
cast GPS σURA

VAL Two Constellations Three Constellations Four Constellations

35 m 0% 85.15% 100%

5.3 Overall ARAIM Performance Using Both Detection and Exclusion

This section analyzes the overall ARAIM performance by implementing both

detection and exclusion functions. In Section 3.3 (Figures 3.2 and 3.3), we identified

specific scenarios that required V-ARAIM exclusion to improve continuity using four

constellations. The results presented in Figure 5.5 are achieved using the nominal
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ISM values in Section 5.1 for all constellations. It is shown that 100% availability

coverage for LPV-200 can be achieved for V-ARAIM FDE, when requiring continuity

requirements, in addition to integrity, can be simultaneously met. However, the

average VPL in Figure 5.5 is decreased in comparison with Figure 5.1c, which reflects

the cost of reducing continuity risk using the exclusion function.

Figure 5.5. VPL Map (in meters) Using Four-Constellation V-ARAIM FDE.

Figure 5.6. H-ARAIM Availability Map Using Dual-Constellation ARAIM FDE.

Figure 5.6 illustrates worldwide availability performance for RNP 0.1 using

dual-constellation H-ARAIM FDE. In this simulation, the corresponding ISM values

for H-ARAIM in Table 2.3 are employed. The result indicates that even with two
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constellations, the proposed exclusion scheme (including the exclusion function itself

and associated integrity risk bound) can provide high availability while fulfilling H-

ARAIM integrity and continuity requirements.

5.4 Impact of USO on Navigation Performance

This section investigates the impact of the USO on the overall ARAIM navi-

gation performance, using the rigorous methods developed in Chapters 3 and 4. Since

USO only impacts continuity, from the operation perspective, it may not be neces-

sary to always account for the simultaneous USOs on multiple SVs. Therefore, two

analyses are carried out by (a) only accounting for single SV USOs and (b) rigorously

accounting for the monitored USO modes using equation 4.12. The availability results

are respectively presented in Figures 5.7 and 5.8.

Using the new method, the continuity and integrity risks are respectively eval-

uated using equations 3.12 and 4.12. The CREQ,H can be met by setting the FDE

thresholds. To do this, two approaches have been described in Section 3.5. As noted

in Figures 5.7 and 5.8, each analysis includes the results of using both equal (left)

and non-equal (right) allocations.

Figure 5.7. Overall H-ARAIM Availability when Accounting for Single SV USO.
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Figure 5.8. Overall H-ARAIM Availability when Accounting for Multiple SV USO.

High availabilities have been shown from the analyses, which indicates the USO

does not significantly impact the ARAIM navigation performance. As mentioned in

prior sections, the performance evaluated with ‘non-equal allocation’ can be further

improved by optimally allocating the CREQ,H , even though it may come at a cost in

terms of computational load.
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CHAPTER 6

IMPACT OF TEST STATISTIC TIME CORRELATION ON INTEGRITY AND
CONTINUITY

In the current proposed ARAIM airborne algorithm and simulation methods,

including the ones in the first three chapters of this thesis, the integrity and conti-

nuity risks are evaluated based on the FDE test at one sample. This is based on the

assumption that the correlation times of the FDE test statistics are large in com-

parison to the exposure time interval. However, there has been some relevant GBAS

research on the effect of time correlation on FA probabilities, suggesting that the ac-

tual FA probability over the exposure time can be significantly larger than previously

expected [43, 44, 45, 46]. Even though the definition of test statistics and the specific

operational scenario are different from GBAS, a similar problem exists in ARAIM. In

particular, the exposure interval for en-route operation is much longer than for aircraft

approach, so this effect may be aggravated for H-ARAIM. Therefore, this chapter in-

vestigates the impact of the test statistic time correlation on ARAIM integrity and

continuity, rigorously derives the equations to evaluate the actual PHMI and PFA over

the exposure interval, and validates the analytical results using experimental data.

6.1 Actual Integrity Risk over the Exposure Time

This section focuses on evaluating the actual PHMI of the ARAIM FD func-

tion. Let TE denote the exposure time, TA denote the required TTA, and TS be the

sample interval. So the number of TTAs over the exposure time (N), the number

of measurements over the exposure time (M), and the number of measurements over

one TTA (L), are respectively:

N =
TE
TA

, M =
TE
TS

, and L =
TA
TS

(6.1)
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Figure 6.1. Numbers of TTAs and Time Epochs over the Exposure Interval.

Figure 6.1 shows the timeline of the exposure interval TE. The tick marks,

for which the intervals are TS, are the time epochs denoted as k = 1, 2, ...M + 1.

The subscript µ is the TTA index, µ = 1, 2, ...N . The time epochs in each TTAµ is

k = (µ− 1)L+ 1, ...µL+ 1.

Figure 6.2. HMI Events over the Exposure Interval.

To evaluate the actual integrity risk P actual
HMI , all the HMI events over the TE

need to be accounted for. According to ICAO, a HMI event will impact safety only if

it lasts for a time period TA. In Figure 6.2, such events are circled red and denoted as

HMIµTTA. Because a continuous HMI event over any TTA will result in an integrity

threat, P actual
HMI of the ARAIM FD function over this exposure time is:

P actual
HMI = P

{
N⋃
µ=1

HMIµTTA

}
= P


N⋃
µ=1

 µL+1⋂
k=(µ−1)L+1

HMIksam

 (6.2)

Equation 6.2 above includes the assumption that a detected fault is re-instated

immediately in real-time operation. The use of this assumption corresponds to the

worst-case integrity risk. Otherwise, there will be missing TTA intervals in TE (µ will

not be continuous from 1 to N), which results in a smaller P actual
HMI . From the second

to the third term, HMIµTTA is further expressed in terms of the one sample HMI,
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HMIksam, which means that a joint event of hazardous information exists and no

detection occurs at time epoch k. In the third term of equation 6.2, the intersection

sign captures the fact that the HMI event will impact safety only if it exists over all

the time epochs from k = (µ− 1)L+ 1 to µL+ 1.

Comparing equation 6.2 to the one sample integrity risk P sam
HMI of equation 2.9,

it is not obvious which one will result in a larger integrity risk. On the one hand,

the probability of having a continuous HMI over the TTA is smaller than P sam
HMI ,

because there is more than one chance to detect the fault. On the other hand, there

are multiple TTA intervals in the exposure time, which in turn increases P actual
HMI .

Therefore, a rigorous derivation is presented in this section to overbound the P actual
HMI .

By accounting for the multiple fault hypotheses, equation 6.2 becomes:

P actual
HMI =

H∑
i=0

P

{
N⋃
µ=1

HMIµTTA|Hi

}
P {Hi} (6.3a)

=
H∑
i=0

N∑
t=1

P

{
N⋃
µ=t

HMIµTTA|Hi (t)

}
PHi (t) (6.3b)

From equation 6.3a to 6.3b, the fault hypotheses are explicitly expressed in

terms of time. The index t defines the onset time of the fault, so Hi (1), Hi (2), ...

Hi (N) are mutually exclusive. In addition, because the fault onset at t only impacts

the TTAs, µ starts from t under each Hi(t). Equation 6.3b can be further bounded
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by:

P actual
HMI <

H∑
i=0


N ·P {HMITTA|Hi (1)}PHi (1)

+
N∑
t=2

(N − t+ 1)P {HMITTA|Hi (t)}PHi (t)

 (6.4a)

<
H∑
i=0


N ·P {HMITTA|Hi}MTTA ·RHi

+
N2

2
· P {HMITTA|Hi}TARHi

 (6.4b)

=
H∑
i=0

P {HMITTA|Hi}
[
N ·MTTA+

N2

2
· TA

]
RHi (6.4c)

<

(
N +

N · TE
2 ·MTTA

) H∑
i=0

P {HMIsam|Hi}PHi (6.4d)

In equation 6.4a, hypothesis Hi(1) is singled out because it must account for

fault onsets occurring any time prior to epoch 1, which is the product of the MTTA

and the failure rate RHi. In contrast, for the hypotheses at other time epochs, Hi(t),

only the fault onset between epochs t− 1 and t needs to be accounted for. Since the

conditional integrity risk P {HMITTA|Hi} is independent of t, the common term in

6.4b is extracted to get 6.4c. As discussed earlier, since HMITTA is a joint event of

HMI at all time epochs over TTA, from equation 6.4c to 6.4d, P {HMITTA|Hi} can

be upper bounded by P {HMIsam|Hi}. Let β =

(
N +

N · TE
2 ·MTTA

)
, equation 6.4d

can be rewritten as:

P actual
HMI < βP sam

HMI (6.5)

As the result, equation 6.5 shows a simple way to bound the P actual
HMI by multi-

plying P sam
HMI with the factor β. For V-ARAIM operations, the exposure time TE is

150 sec since it is the duration of an aircraft approach to landing. For H-ARAIM,

even though the IREQ,H is specified per hour, the actual H-ARAIM operation period

can be much longer. Therefore, we treat TE as a arbitrary value, and express IREQ,H

per TE, i.e., IREQ,H = TE × 10−7 / TE. Comparing the upper bound of equation 6.5
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with the requirement TE × 10−7, the most stringent navigation criterion is obtained

when
β

TE
is maximized, because

β

TE
is the relative multiplier of P sam

HMI as a function

of TE. Therefore:

max
TE

(
β

TE

)
= max

TE

(
N

TE
+

N

2 ·MTTA

)
(6.6a)

= max
TE

(
1

TA
+

TE
2 ·MTTA · TA

)
(6.6b)

Equation 6.6b clearly shows that the longer the exposure time is, the larger β

must be. According to Table 2.1, the TTA requirements (TA) for V- and H-ARAIM

are 6 sec and 10 sec. Using TE of 1 hour as an example for H-ARAIM, the values of

β for H- and V-ARAIM are respectively 540 and 30, which indicates that evaluating

the integrity risk at one sample time epoch will lead to overly optimistic results.

It must be clarified that even though equation 6.5 safely bounds the actual in-

tegrity risk, the final conclusion may be overly conservative. To derive a simple upper

bound of equation 6.3b, the HMIµTTA events are treated as independent. Therefore,

equation 6.4a bounds 6.3b by summing up all the HMITTA after the fault onset time

t, i,e., assuming all the following-up TTAs are affected. However, most faults will

presents a sustained HMI threat for multiple TTA intervals. Deriving a more realis-

tic upper bound on P actual
HMI requires characterizing the fault profile over time, and this

research is considered in the future work.

6.2 Actual False Alarm Probability over the Exposure Time

This section addresses the impact of test statistic time correlation on FA, and

derives the equations to evaluate the actual FA probability over the exposure time

interval. Using similar notation as the last section, the one sample FA at time epoch
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k is expressed as:

P sam,k
FA < P

(
Dk

0 |H0

)
= P

(
h⋃
d=1

∣∣qkd∣∣ > Td|H0

)
(6.7)

Equation 6.7 represents the same probability as in the FA equations in Chapter

2, except the superscript ‘sam, k’ is employed here to distinguish it from the following

FA expressions. In addition, the prior probability of FF state PH0 is removed because

it is very close to 1. Therefore, the right two terms in equation 6.7 is larger than

P sam,k
FA . Recall that qkd is the normalized FD test statistic (scalar) at time epoch k,

and Td is the corresponding detection threshold.

The actual FA probability over the exposure time should account for all pos-

sible detection events within the time interval. Therefore:

P actual
FA < P

(
M⋃
k=1

Dk
0 |H0

)
= 1− P

(
M⋂
k=1

D̄k
0 |H0

)
(6.8)

Equation 6.8 can be upper bounded follows. The derivations of equation 6.9

are presented in Appendix B.

P actual
FA < 1− P

(
D̄k

0 |H0

){
1−

P
(
D̄k

0 , D
k−1
0 |H0

)
P
(
D̄k

0 |H0

) }M−1

(6.9)

Due to the correlations among the FD test statistics, even an upper bound

of equation 6.9 can not be easily evaluated. Rather, we obtain an upper bound by

respectively lower bounding P
(
D̄k

0 |H0

)
and upper bounding P

(
D̄k

0 , D
k−1
0 |H0

)
, i.e.:

P
(
D̄k

0 |H0

)
= 1− P (D0 |H0) = 1− P

(
h⋃
d=1

|qd| > Td |H0

)
(6.10a)

> 1−
h∑
d=1

P (|qd| > Td |H0) (6.10b)
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and

P
(
D̄k

0 , D
k−1
0 |H0

)
= P

(
h⋂
d=1

∣∣qkd∣∣ < Td,

h⋃
d=1

∣∣qk−1
d

∣∣ > Td |H0

)
(6.11a)

= P

(
h⋃
d=1

(∣∣qkd∣∣ < Td,
∣∣qk−1
d

∣∣ > Td
)
|H0

)
(6.11b)

<
h∑
d=1

P
(∣∣qkd∣∣ < Td,

∣∣qk−1
d

∣∣ > Td |H0

)
(6.11c)

Therefore, the upper bound of P actual
HMI can be obtained by solving equations

6.10b and 6.11c, and then substituting into 6.9. The probability in equation 6.11c

corresponds to the level crossing problem described by Papoulis in [47]. The level

here is the normalized threshold Td, and the solution can be derived by combining

separate intermediate results on page 486 and 492 of [47]:

P
(∣∣qkd∣∣ < Td,

∣∣qk−1
d

∣∣ > Td |H0

)
=

1

π
exp

(
−T

2
d

2

)
arccos

[
Rq (TS)

Rq (0)

]
(6.12)

where Rd (t) denotes the autocorrelation function of the normalized FD test statistic

q. This expression is accurate when
Rq (TS)

Rq (0)
is close to 1, which is true for all the

auto-correlation analysis in this work. According to equations 2.19 and 2.40:

qkd =
1

σ∆d

S
(r)
∆d

(
vk + fk

)
(6.13)

Therefore, Rd (t) can be evaluated using the following equation, where E
{
vkvk+t

}
is a diagonal matrix that is composed of the autocorrelation functions of each mea-

surement error.

Rq (t) =
1

σ2
∆d

S
(r)
∆d
E
{

vkvk+tT
}

S
(r)T

∆d
(6.14)

6.3 Characterizing Time Correlation of Measurement Error

In order to evaluate equation 6.14, the time profile of the measurement error

must be characterized. This section respectively derives the autocorrelation functions
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for user error, tropospheric error and signal-in-space error. Because those functions

will be used for FA evaluation, the derivations are in an average sense.

The ARAIM tropospheric error model specifies the standard deviation of

zenith tropospheric delay σZTD of 0.12 m [21]. And this number is multiplied by

an obliquity factor OB (θ) to get the standard deviation of the tropospheric error

σtropo:

σtropo = σZTDOB (θ) = 0.12
1.001√

0.002001 +

(
sin

(
πθ

180

))2
(6.15)

In addition, [7] also points out that tropospheric error shall be modeled using a

First-Order Gauss-Markov process with a 30 minute correlation time τtropo. Therefore,

the autocorrelation function of the tropospheric error is:

Rtropo(t) = σ2
tropoe

−|t|/τtropo (6.16)

The airborne user error, which includes multipath and receiver noise, is char-

acterized using flight data collected on a Boeing 787 aircraft. According to the code-

minus-carrier results shown in Appendix C, it is suitable to apply an average zero-

mean normal distribution with σuser = 0.38 m for the raw user error, and an average

time constant τuser = 14 sec. Given a carrier-smoothing time constant τCSC , the auto-

correlation function of the carrier-smoothed-code Ruser(t) is also derived in Appendix

C:

Ruser(t) = κσ2
user

τuser
τ 2
CSC − τ 2

user

(
τCSCe

−|t|/τCSC − τusere−|t|/τuser
)

(6.17)

where κ is the iono-free scale factor:

κ ≡ f 4
L1 + f 4

L5

(f 2
L1 − f 2

L5)
2 (6.18)

For the GPS SV orbit/clock error, it is shown in [26] that σURE has been

decreasing over the past 5 years. In 2017, the average σURE over all GPS satellites
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was 0.5 m, so this value is applied in our analysis. Appendix D illustrates the time

profile of the SV orbit/clock error, where a long time constant is observed. By linearly

interpolating the lag times between 0 and 15 minutes, the following autocorrelation

function is derived:

RSIS(t) = 1− 1− 0.945

15× 60
t (6.19)

6.4 Analytical Results

Using the theoretical methods established in section 6.2 and the error models

described in section 6.3, this section analyzes the impact of test statistic time corre-

lation on FA probability, by respectively evaluating P sam,k
FA and P actual

FA . H-ARAIM is

employed for this analysis since it has a longer exposure time TE. The sample interval

TS = 0.5 sec is applied.

Figure 6.3. H-ARAIM PFA over 1 hour.

In Figure 6.3, the blue line corresponds to the one sample PFA, which is

evaluated using equation 6.7. The black and red lines represent the actual PFA

that are computed by equation 6.9. These two lines are obtained by respectively
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(a) applying the autocorrelation functions in section 6.3 and (b) assuming white

measurement error. As shown in the figure, if the detection thresholds are set based

on the FA requirement of 10−7, the actual PFA reaches 2× 10−5, which is more than

two orders of magnitude higher than expected. To mitigate this impact, the detection

threshold Td needs to be increased from 5.85 to 6.7.

Figure 6.4. H-ARAIM HPL Maps by Increasing the Detection Threshold.

Figure 6.4 shows the H-ARAIM worldwide HPL maps evaluated by increasing

the Td to accommodate the corresponding FA requirement. The results are obtained

under baseline simulation conditions listed in Table 2.3. The figure on the left is

identical to figure 2.4, which corresponds to the one sample PFA scenario. Figure 6.4b

applies the conclusion of figure 6.3, i.e., it accounts for the impact of test statistic

time correlation on FA probability. After increasing the detection threshold Td, the

same level of HPL is still maintained. In the mean time, the actual FA probability

at the airborne user has been reduced to meet the requirement.

6.5 Experimental Results Using Collected Data

This section validates the analytical results on PFA. The experimental FA

probability is obtained by processing the GNSS observation data, which is collected

using the ARAIM prototype built by the Navigation Laboratory at IIT [39]. Three

days data were processed with a sample interval of 10 sec. With the measurements, the
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test statistics qd are evaluated at each time epoch, and the FA events are identified by

comparing qd with Td. The FA probability is then computed by dividing the number

of FA events with the total time period, i.e., 72 hours. Based on the definition of PFA,

multiple FAs within one hour interval are counted as one FA event. For example, if

there are 4 detections over the 72 hours, the PFA is (a)
4

72
if those detections occur

in different hours, and is (b)
1

72
if those detections occur within the same hour.

Figure 6.5. H-ARAIM FA Probability Evaluated Using Experimental Data.

Since the satellite orbit/clock and tropospheric errors are the same for both the

airborne and ground GNSS receivers, the SIS and tropospheric error models derived

in section 6.3 can be applied for the ARAIM prototype. However, the user error

profile is highly dependent on the multipath environment and receiver quality. In

particular, the time behavior shown in section 6.3 was established using flight data.

But the prototype receiver used here is stationary, so the time constant of the user

error is expected to be much longer than 14 sec. In response, a separate analysis is

first carried out in Appendix E to characterize the multipath and receiver noise of this

ARAIM prototype. Using a standard deviation of σuser = 0.6 m and assuming the
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time constant τuser is 150 sec for this environment, the FA probability is evaluated

and shown in Figure 6.5.

In comparison with the results of Figure 6.3, the predicted actual PFA (green

line) is larger in Figure 6.5. This is because of the different sample intervals TS applied

under these two scenarios. As expected, the experimental PFA (red dots) decreases

following the actual PFA line. Moreover, the FA probabilities are far greater than

the one sample PFA result (blue line), which confirms our prior conclusions. Due to

the limited time length for data collection, the resolution of the experimental result

is restricted to
1

72
. It will be considered in future work to collect more data and redo

this analysis. Nevertheless, Figure 6.5 still verifies that because of the time correlation

of the test statistics, the actual FA probability is significantly larger than expected.

This issue can be mitigated by increasing the detection thresholds.
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CHAPTER 7

OFFLINE GROUND MONITOR TO VALIDATE ISM

Unlike the last four chapters, in which the contributions apply for the airborne

user receiver, this chapter focuses on the ARAIM ground segment. A dedicated

offline ground monitor is designed and analyzed to validate the ISM broadcast to

the users. To achieve this, GNSS satellite orbits and clocks must be estimated.

There are many sophisticated orbit determination processes such as the one used

by the international GNSS service (IGS), whose performance is specified in terms of

accuracy. In contrast, the proposed offline ARAIM architecture is mainly intended

for safety-critical aviation applications, in which integrity is of the primary concern.

This monitor employs a straightforward approach to estimate satellite orbit/clock,

which aims at facilitating ISM generation and validation. It takes advantage of the

existing SBAS ground infrastructure. A worldwide network of sparsely distributed

reference stations is considered, and parametric satellite orbital models are employed

in the estimators, whose derivation and implementation are described step by step.

Two separate analyses, covariance analysis and model fidelity evaluation, are carried

out to respectively assess the impact of measurement errors and of residual model

errors on the monitors estimated orbit/clock.

7.1 Offline Monitor Concept and Required Performance

To validate the ISM, online and offline ARAIM architectures have been in-

vestigated [48, 20]. Offline architectures have generally been perceived as preferable

because they do not require a real-time communication link between users and ground

segment, and therefore eliminate the connectivity risk. An offline ARAIM monitor

would rely on post-processed GNSS measurements to bound errors in the CSP broad-
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cast navigation message on a long-term basis. To do this, prior research has taken

truth satellite positions and clock biases from the IGS network [49, 26]. However,

given that ARAIM is intended to operate over several decades, monitor dependence

on external systems or organizations with little or no stake in civil aviation must

be carefully considered, and ideally, avoided. Most importantly, ARAIM will serve

safety critical applications, any potential safety risks must be properly accounted for

and quantified. The IGS, the national geospatial intelligence agency (NGA), and oth-

ers currently provide high-accuracy satellite orbit/clock products. But none of these

agencies make specific commitments on the reliability of their products, or on the

processes used to obtain those products. Further, data gaps exist in those products,

especially during satellite fault events, which are crucial to ARAIM. In response, this

work develops a new approach to define and validate ISM parameters by designing a

dedicated ARAIM offline ground monitor architecture.

Using an offline monitor, the update rate of the ISM may vary from a month to

year depending on the need. A large amount of data will be processed at the ground

to obtain the ISM, which is expected to bound the SIS performance until the next

update. To achieve this, differences between broadcast ephemeris and the monitors

estimated satellite orbit/clock will be first evaluated over time, and then these will

be used to validate (or modify, if needed) the ISM parameter values. In this chapter,

bnom and σURA will be mainly considered. Since the monitors orbit/clock estimation

errors will directly contribute to the validated ISM, it is necessary to first define the

required accuracy of the monitors orbit/clock estimator.

Equation 7.1 shows the relationship among the actual standard deviation of

broadcast satellite orbit/clock error σACTUAL (actual σURA), the standard deviation

of the monitors estimated orbit/clock error σMONITOR, and the validated standard
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deviation of the satellite orbit/clock error σV ALIDATE (validated σURA).

σV ALIDATE =
√
σ2
ACTUAL + σ2

MONITOR (7.1)

Figure 7.1 plots σV ALIDATE versus σMONITOR over different σACTUAL values.

For example, the figure shows that for σURA = 2.4 m, having σMONITOR is less than

1.73 m is sufficient for validation. According to the most recent study on GPS SIS per-

formance to support ARAIM, the maximum actual σURA is observed on space vehicle

number (SVN) 61, where σACTUAL is 1.65 m, and for most satellites it is much smaller

[26]. The red curve is of most interest because it is expected future performance of

the GPS constellation will provide σACTUAL of 1 m, or less. And dual-constellation

ARAIM availability simulations in Chapter 2 have revealed LPV-200 approach can

only be supported when σACTUAL of both constellations are approximately 1 m. The

figure shows slow growth of σV ALIDATE as σMONITOR increases. Even when σMONITOR

reaches half of σACTUAL at the end of the curve, the achievable validated σURA is still

around 1.1 m.

In addition to σMONITOR, the estimated satellite orbit/clock error may have

a non-zero mean, denoted by bMONITOR. This term is accounted as one component

of the validated ISM parameter, bnom. However, using baseline SS ARAIM user

algorithm, as shown in equation 2.29, the absolute value of bnom is additive for each

measurement. This causes the integrity risk bound to become loose as the number of

measurements increases, thereby degrading availability performance. Therefore, it is

desirable to mitigate any contributions of bMONITOR to the validated bnom.

From the analysis and discussion above, it can be seen that the required accu-

racy of the offline monitor is significantly lower than the precise satellite orbit/clock

products by IGS or NGA. Instead, it is the reliability of the monitors estimator output

that is key. In other words, even though the monitors satellite orbit/clock estimates
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Figure 7.1. σV ALIDATE vs. σMONITOR over Varying σACTUAL Values.

may have larger errors, their stable performance and consistent availability enables

ISM validation without missing data gaps. Therefore, in the estimator design it is

not necessary to pursue a complicated orbit determination process. We can instead

use the simple, transparent approach described in the next section.

7.2 Offline Monitor Architecture

This section describes the offline monitor architecture step-by-step. A net-

work of worldwide sparsely distributed RS is employed to collect code and carrier

measurements over time. In the selection of sites for the RS, we take advantage of

the satellite based augmentation system (SBAS) ground infrastructures since they

are already existing and are designed to support civil aviation applications. Figure

7.2 (left) shows all of the existing SBAS RS from different countries or regions, and

Figure 7.2 (right) shows the network of 20 RS used in this work. To obtain a roughly

uniform global distribution, five non-SBAS RS sites are added. This network ensures

that each satellite can continuously be tracked by at least two reference stations,
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but does not allow reverse positioning (four RS simultaneously observing a SV are

required to directly estimate the satellite position). Instead, the offline monitor uses

parametric orbit models to determine SV trajectories.

Figure 7.2. All Existing SBAS Stations (Left) and Example Network of 20 RS Used
in This Work (Right) (Figure Courtesy of Dr. Michael Jamoom).

Two candidate GPS orbit models, legacy and CNAV, are investigated. Both

models are valid for medium earth orbit (MEO) SVs, with 15 orbit parameters being

used for the legacy GPS orbit model and 17 parameters for the newer CNAV model

[50]. Throughout this thesis, it is assumed no satellite maneuvers occur, because the

orbit models will not be valid while the spacecraft is thrusting. Maneuvers occur

rarely, and they can be handled by simply initiating a new estimator after the ma-

neuver. However, these details of practical implementation are beyond the scope of

this work and will not be considered further.

Let porbi be the 15 × 1 (or 17 × 1, depending on which orbit model is used)

vector of orbit model parameters for SV i, and let gorb,k be the non-linear function

that determines SV orbit from these parameters. The true SV position xi,k of SV i

at time epoch k can be expressed as:

xi,k = gorb,k
(
porbi

)
+ νorbi,k (7.2)

where νorbi,k is the deviation of the model output from the true satellite position xi,k.

νorbi,k represents the models inability to perfectly capture the true orbit, and this will
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be further analyzed in later sections. The GPS orbit model is valid over a four-to-six-

hour time interval noted TFIT [50]. Sensitivity to TFIT has been evaluated in [51]. A

four-hour fitting interval, which is the most common value for GPS ephemeris, will

be used in this work.

Both RS and SV are equipped with atomic clocks, and a quadratic polynomial

is usually employed to model their nominal errors over four hours. However, most

SV faults are caused by their clocks, and for the monitor to clearly observe them,

no assumption can be made on the SV clock dynamics. As for the RS, whose clock

faults can be detected at the ground, it is feasible to apply quadratic clock model.

To assess the potential benefit of using such a model for the RS clocks, we analyze

two cases: (a) applying a quadratic polynomial to model RS clock errors, and (b)

making no assumption on RS clocks, (i.e., punctually estimating RS clock states).

Under scenario (a), let bj,k be the clock bias of RS j at time k; it can be modeled as:

bj,k = gclk,k
(
pclkj
)

+ νclkj,k (7.3)

Similar to equation 7.2, pclkj in equation 7.3 is the 3 × 1 vector of clock pa-

rameters including ajf0, ajf1, ajf2 [50], and νclkj,k is the clock model error. gclk,k
(
pclkj
)

is

a linear function (in the clock parameters) that can be expressed as:

gclk,k
(
pclkj
)

= ajf0 + ajf1 (tk − tref ) + ajf2 (tk − tref )2 (7.4)

where tk and tref are respectively the true time and a specific reference time.

Dual-frequency, ionosphere-free code and carrier measurements for SV i, from

RS j, at time epoch k, are expressed by the following two equations:

i,jρk = ‖xj − xi,k‖ − τi,k + bj,k +i,j εtropo,k +i,j εRNM,ρ,k (7.5)

i,jφk = ‖xj − xi,k‖ − τi,k + bj,k +i,j η +i,j εtropo,k +i,j εRNM,φ,k (7.6)
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where xj denotes the known location of RS j in an Earth-Centered Earth-Fixed

(ECEF) reference frame. xi,k is the unknown location of SV i at time k. τi,k and bj,k

are respectively the unknown clock offsets of SV i and RS j at time k. i,jη is the

carrier phase cycle ambiguity for SV i at RS j. ‖ • ‖ denotes the Euclidean norm

operator, which provides the distance between RS j and SV i in this case.

The error terms in equations 7.5 and 7.6 account for residual tropospheric delay

noted i,jεtropo,k, and receiver noise and multipath (RNM) errors denoted by i,jεRNM,ρ,k

for code and i,jεRNM,φ,k for carrier. It is assumed that the standard deviations of the

raw code and carrier measurement RNM error hold typically values of 0.5 m and 0.01

m, respectively. These standard deviations are multiplied by 2.588 to account for the

ionosphere-free combination at L1 and L5 frequencies. To account for the temporal

and spatial correlation of zenith tropospheric deal (ZTD), a first order Gauss-Markov

process with a two-hour correlation time is applied. Assuming the RS have access to

data from weather stations, the value of 0.05 m is used as the standard deviation of

residual ZTD. This value is scaled for lower elevation satellites using the tropospheric

mapping function given in equation 6.15.

To estimate the SV orbit parameters and clocks, the measurement equations

7.5 and 7.6 and the orbit/clock model equations 7.2 and 7.3 need to be linearized and

incorporated into one filter. For illustrative purposes, only code measurements will

be shown in the following derivations. Equation 7.5 is first linearized at x∗i,k:

i,jδρk =i,j eTk δxi,k − τi,k + bj,k +i,j ερ,k (7.7)

where δ denotes the deviation from nominal values, e.g., δxi,k = xi,k − x∗i,k.
i,jek is

the 3× 1 line of sight (LOS) vector between SV i and RS j at time k in ECEF. i,jερ,k

denotes the code measurement error, including i,jεtropo,k and i,jεRNM,ρ,k.

In the next step, the orbit model is linearized at ∗porbi where x∗i,k = gorb,k
(∗porbi ).
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Substituting the linearized orbit model equation and the clock error model equation

7.4 into the code measurement, equation 7.7 becomes:

i,jδρk =i,j eTkAorb
i,k δp

orb
i − τi,k + bj,k +i,j ερ,k (7.8)

where Aorb
i,k is the Jacobian matrix for the SV orbit model in equation 7.2, which

is 3 × 15 for the GPS legacy orbit model and 3 × 17 for the CNAV model. It is

composed of numerically-derived partial derivatives of the position coordinates of SV

i at time k
(
xi,k = [xi,k yi,k zi,k ]T

)
with respect to the orbit parameters porbi =

[ p1 · · · p15 ]T :

Aorb
i,k =



∂xi,k
∂p1

∂yi,k
∂p1

∂zi,k
∂p1

...
...

...

∂xi,k
∂p15

∂yi,k
∂p15

∂zi,k
∂p15



T

(7.9)

and Aclk
j,k is a 1 × 3 vector that expresses equation 7.4 in a more compact form:

Aclk
j,k =

[
1 (tk − tref ) (tk − tref )2 ]T .

7.3 Estimator Design

Once the linearized single measurement equation 7.8 is derived, the estimator

can be defined. The parameters to be estimated (states) include SV orbit parameters

δporbi , SV clock τi,k, RS clock model parameters pclki , and cycle ambiguities i,jη. All

of these states can be simultaneously estimated using either a batch or Kalman filter

implementation. The batch estimator is presented in this section, and the alternative

Kalman Filter approach is provided in Appendix F. The states are estimated over

TFIT of 4 hours, using a 4 min sample period to avoid modelling correlation between

samples due to RS multipath. In addition, to obtain observability, all the clock error

states, including both SV and RS clocks, are measured with respect the clock of RS

1.
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The batch estimator is established by stacking all code and carrier measure-

ments over the fit interval TFIT . Measurements for all SVs from 1 to I are collected

by all RS from 1 to J , at all time epochs from 1 to K. The resulting observation

equation is written as:



1,1δρK

1,2δρK

...

1,JδρK

...

i,jδρK

...

I,JδρK

1,1δφK

...

I,JδφK



=



1,1BK 0K×15 · · ·0K×15 IK×K 0K×K · · ·0K×K 0K×3 · · · 0K×3 0K×1 · · · 0K×1

1,2BK 0K×15 · · ·0K×15 IK×K 0K×K · · ·0K×K Aclk
2,K · · · 0K×3 0K×1 · · · 0K×1

...
. . .

...
. . . . . .

...
. . .

...

1,JBK 0K×15 · · ·0K×15 IK×K 0K×K · · ·0K×K 0K×3 · · · Aclk
J,K 0K×1 · · · 0K×1

. . .
...

. . .
...

. . .
...

. . .
...

0K×15
i,jBK · · ·0K×15 0K×K IK×K · · ·0K×K 0K×3 Aclk

j,K · · ·0K×3 0K×1 · · · 0K×1

...
. . .

...
. . .

...
. . .

...
. . .

...

0K×15 · · ·0K×15
I,JBK 0K×K · · ·0K×K IK×K 0K×3 · · ·0K×3 Aclk

j,K 0K×1 · · · 0K×1

1,1BK 0K×15 · · ·0K×15 IK×K 0K×K · · ·0K×K 0K×3 · · · 0K×3 1K×1 · · · 0K×1

. . . . . . . . .
...

. . .
...

0K×15 · · ·0K×15
I,JBK 0K×K · · ·0K×K IK×K 0K×3 · · ·0K×3 Aclk

j,K 0K×1 · · · 1K×1





δporb1

...

δporbI

τ1,K

...

τI,K

pclk2

...

pclkJ

1,1η

...

I,Jη



+



1,1ερ,K

1,2ερ,K

...

1,Jερ,K

...

i,jερ,K

...

I,Jερ,K

1,1εφ,K

...

I,Jεφ,K


(7.10)

In equation 7.10, four groups of states are distinguished by the dashed thin

lines. The notations are worth clarifying: 0a×b is an a × b matrix of zeros, 1a×b

is an a × b matrix of ones, and Ia×a is an a × a identity matrix. In addition, the

product of LOS vector and Jacobian matrix in equation 7.8 is defined as i,jBk, i.e.,

i,jBk = i,jeTkAorb
i,k . Since measurements at all time epochs are incorporated in equation

7.10, capital ‘K’ is used to denote the time sequence. Therefore,

i,jδρK =


i,jδρ1

...

i,jδρK


, i,jBK =


i,jB1

...

i,jBK


, τi,K =


τi,1

...

τi,K


and i,jερ,K =


i,jερ,1

...

i,jερ,K


(7.11)

It is obvious from equation 7.10 that this equation is very large due to the
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substantial number of measurements in the fit interval.

It is also important to note that not all SVs will be visible to all RS during

the fitting interval. To lighten the notations, these cases are not explicitly expressed

in equations 7.10 and 7.11. But the corresponding rows must be removed whenever

the measurements are unavailable.

To simplify equation 7.10, let z, H, s, and ε be respectively defined as the

measurement vector, observation matrix, state vector, and error vector. Then equa-

tion 7.10 becomes z = Hs + ε, and the states can be evaluated using the LS estimator

from Chapter 2:

ŝ =
(
HTV−1H

)−1
HTV−1z (7.12)

where V is the covariance matrix of the measurement error vector ε. The SV orbit

parameters δporbi and clock τi,k can be extracted from the full-state estimate vector

ŝ. Then, the estimated SV positions are obtained by substituting the estimated orbit

model parameters into equation 7.2.

At this point, the offline monitors orbit and clock estimator has been fully

established, and the estimation process has been described in detail. The derivations

were done for the case where the legacy orbit model is applied and RS clock errors

are modeled using a quadratic polynomial. For cases when the CNAV orbit model

is used or RS clocks are not modeled, the expression of equation 7.10 needs to be

modified to accommodate the corresponding scenario.

There will be two error sources contributing the monitors SV orbit/clock es-

timation error: (a) measurement error and (b) residual model error. To respectively

quantify their impacts on the monitors performance, two separate analyses are carried
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out in the following section: covariance analysis and model fidelity analysis.

7.4 Monitor Performance Analysis

7.4.1 Covariance Analysis. Covariance analysis is employed to investigate the

contribution of measurement error on σMONITOR. According to equation 7.10, the

covariance matrix of the full-state vector s can be computed by:

Σ =
(
HTV−1H

)−1
(7.13)

To evaluate the position and clock estimate error covariance of SV i at time

epoch k, we first build the covariance matrix of the SV orbit parameters and clock

Di,k, by extracting the corresponding elements from Σ. Therefore, Di,k is 16×16 if a

legacy orbit model is employed. Then, the 4× 4 covariance matrix PLL,i,k of satellite

position and clock in the local-level (LL) reference frame (along-track, cross-track,

radial) can be evaluated by:

PLL,i,k =

RLL,i,k 0

0 1

Ci,kDi,kC
T
i,k

RLL,i,k 0

0 1


T

(7.14)

where RLL,i,k is the ECEF to LL rotation matrix, and Ci,k is defined as:

Ci,k =

Aorb
i,k 0

0 1

 (7.15)

To investigate the SIS in range domain, we evaluate the maximum SISRE

standard deviation at the worst-case user location. This is achieved by projecting

PLL,i,k along LOS for all locations within SV footprint [27]. And the worst-case

SISRE standard deviation σSISRE,i,k is defined as the maximum projection. In Figure

7.3, the projection region is shaded in light blue, and the black dashed line is one
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example projection line Gi,m, where m is the index of the lines. Therefore, σ2
SISRE,i,k

is evaluated by:

σ2
SISRE,i,k = max

m=1,...ALL

(
Gi,mPLL,i,kG

T
i,m

)
(7.16)

Figure 7.3. Covariance Matrix Projections along LOS for All Locations.

To explore the potential benefits of employing orbit/clock models to the esti-

mation process, the covariance analyses are performed under 4 scenarios:

• CASE 1: legacy orbit model, quadratic RS clock model

• CASE 2: legacy orbit model, free RS clock states

• CASE 3: CNAV orbit model, quadratic RS clock model

• CASE 4: CNAV orbit model, free RS clock states

In the analyses, the measurements over a fitting interval TFIT are taken as

one data set, with each data set starting at regular one-hour intervals over a day. SV

positions are computed from the GPS almanac also downloaded from [21].

Figure 7.4 shows standard deviation profiles of an example satellite (PRN 5)

over one fitting interval. Three light blue lines are the orbit error deviations in the
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Figure 7.4. Example Profiles of Error Deviations along One Fitting Interval for Case
1 (Left) and Case 4 (Right).

along-track, cross-track, and radial directions. The black thin lines represent the

satellite clock error deviation. The red thick lines are of greatest interest because

they show the worst-case SISRE standard deviation, evaluated using equation 7.16.

In both cases shown in the Figure 7.4, the orbit radial and clock components are

highly correlated, which results in significantly smaller σSISRE than each individual

term. Comparing the two figures, even though the orbit radial and clock terms are

increased for case 4, there is no noticeable difference between the two red lines. The

central two-hour values are taken as the final results of each fitting interval. Therefore,

only the data between Hour 1 and Hour 3 in Figure 7.4 will be considered.

Figure 7.5. Maximum σSISRE over One Day (Left) and Their Distribution (Right)
for Case 4.
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The left plot of Figure 7.5 shows the maximum σSISRE profiles over a one-day

period. Each column represents the largest σSISRE values of that fitting interval, and

satellites are distinguished by different colors. The distribution of σSISRE is captured

by the histogram on the right, which shows that a large majority σSISRE values are

well below 0.25 m, and the maximum σSISRE is 0.3 m.

Table 7.1. Maximum σSISRE Values under Four Scenarios

Quadratic Model for RS Clock Free RS Clock

Legacy Orbit Model CASE 1: 0.277 m CASE 2: 0.287 m

CNAV Orbit Model CASE 3: 0.283 m CASE 4: 0.300 m

Table 7.1 summarizes the covariance analysis results by presenting the maxi-

mum σSISRE values of the four cases. At the first sight of this table, it can be observed

that there are only small variations among the values. So, from the perspective of

mitigating the contribution of measurement error on σMONITOR, no significant ben-

efit is obtained by using different orbit/clock models. As expected, case 4 results in

the largest σSISRE because it has the largest number of unknown parameters to be

estimated. Based on these results, we recommend not using a quadratic model for

RS clock error since there is little benefit from it, and not using it simplifies the esti-

mator and allows for seamless performance in the event of an RS clock fault (because

clock errors are estimated at each epoch individually). Therefore, cases 1 and 3 are

no longer investigated, and only the impact of the orbit model error on the monitors

performance will be addressed.

7.4.2 Orbit Model Fidelity Analysis. In this subsection, the residual model

error is evaluated for two candidate orbit models: legacy and CNAV. To do this,

precise GPS orbit data is first fed as measurements into equation 7.2, and then the

orbit parameters porbi are estimated using a non-linear least squares algorithm [53].
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IGS data xIGS is employed as the truth orbit, and the CSP broadcast ephemeris p̄orbi

parameter vector was used as the initial guess in the estimation process. Once porbi

is estimated the residual error can be computed by subtracting xIGS with the models

output. Therefore, for SV i at time epoch k, the ECEF residual is:

ri,k = xIGSi,k − gorb,k
(
p̂orbi

)
(7.17)

where p̂orbi is the estimated orbit parameter vector. Finally, ri,k can be ex-

pressed in the LL frame as:

rLL,i,k = RLL,i,kri,k = [ rA,i,k rC,i,k rR,i,k ] (7.18)

In equation 7.18, the three components of the last vector represent the residual error

in three dimensions: along-track, cross-track, and radial. To evaluate the ranging

error from rLL,i,k, multiple analytical expressions can be found in the literature [29,

49, 5, 54]. In this work, the following equation is considered for orbit-only SISRE:

rSISRE,i,k = 0.98rR,i,k + 0.24sgn (rR,i,k)
√
r2
A,i,k + r2

C,i,k (7.19)

Equation 7.19 is very similar to the one in [5], except the SV clock term is removed.

The derivation can be found in the reference and will not be restated here.

This analysis utilizes IGS data of the first month of 2016, i.e., 01/01/2016 -

01/31/2016. Similar to the covariance analysis, the data is fit to the model over TFIT

of 4 hours, and each fitting interval starts at 2 hours over a day. The sample period

is 15 mins, and only the 2-hour central results are recorded.

Figure 7.6 shows the residual SISRE error for an example SV (PRN 5) on

01/06/2016. In each individual figure, the color-code helps distinguish fit intervals.

Vertical toe-lines indicate the time of ephemeris, which is at the center of each 2-

hour window. The results show that the residual SISRE of CNAV orbit model is

significantly smaller than that of legacy orbit model.
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Figure 7.6. Best Fit Residual SISRE Orbit over One Day.

Figure 7.7. Residual SISRE Orbit Ranges.

Figures 7.7 and 7.8 provide a more general view of the residual SISRE profile by

processing all of the IGS data. The SISRE ranges in Figure 7.7 are expressed in terms

of GPS SV blocks. Using the GPS legacy orbit model, the maximum SISRE is 0.5 m

and SISRE root-mean-square (RMS) is 0.089 m. These two values are respectively

reduced to 0.1 m and 0.022 m with the CNAV model. In Figure 7.8, the data is

overbounded using a Gaussian distribution with mean at bob and standard deviation of

σob. By comparing the two orbit models, it can be observed that employing the CNAV

model will dramatically reduce the residual error. The CNAV model fidelity error can
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Figure 7.8. Residual SISRE Orbit Overbound.

be quantified using a Gaussian bound with approximately zero-mean, 2 cm standard

deviation, which does not cause a significant contribution to the monitors orbit/clock

error. Given that contribution of CNAV model error is negligible compared to the

effect of measurement error shown in Table 7.1, and that the same is not true for the

legacy model, it is recommended to use the CNAV orbit model for the ARAIM offline

monitors orbit estimator.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSION

GNSS has been foreseen to have the capability of independently supporting

aircraft navigation from takeoff, through en-route flight and final approach to landing.

To achieve this goal, the most significant technical challenges are ensuring navigation

integrity and continuity. Future multi-constellation GNSS will provide dramatically

increased measurement redundancy and reduced measurement error, which opens the

possibility of resolving these issues by leveraging the existing RAIM concept. There-

fore, this dissertation comprehensively develops new ARAIM architecture including

both airborne user algorithm and ground monitor.

8.1 ARAIM Navigation Performance

While ARAIM fault detection function ensures navigation integrity, fault ex-

clusion function may be needed to improve continuity. According to the theoretical

basis established in this thesis, an airborne H-ARAIM exclusion function is always

required, whereas V-ARAIM exclusion is likely needed only if four constellations are

applied or/and the constellations are subject to large fault probabilities. The analyses

on the V-ARAIM FD navigation performance suggest adding more GNSS measure-

ments could significantly improve navigation integrity, even if those measurements

are subject to large fault probabilities and errors. In addition, implementing the

proposed exclusion scheme provides high availability for both H- and V-ARAIM (for

those scenarios when exclusion function is required). And those high navigation per-

formance will not be noticeably degraded due to the satellite USO. Moreover, the

impact of the test statistic time correlation is mainly on continuity. This impact can

be mitigated by increasing the detection thresholds, while achieving the same level of
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ARAIM service availability.

8.2 ARAIM Offline Monitor Performance

Both covariances and model fidelities are analyzed to assess the impact of RS

measurement error and model fitting error on the proposed monitors performance: the

most robust implementation with the overall lowest SV orbit/clock errors is achieved

by making no assumptions on SV or RS clock dynamics and by using the CNAV orbit

model. This monitor is predicted to achieve a signal in space range error standard

deviation σMONITOR of about 0.3 m, which will allow validation ARAIM user range

accuracies σURA of 1.05 m if the actual σURA is 1 m.

8.3 Summary of Achievements

The focus of this research has been (a) the developments of new methods to

improve navigation integrity and continuity using ARAIM, and (b) the investigation

of the achievable ARAIM navigation performance and its robustness against multiple

impacts. Areas of contributions are discussed in the following subsections.

8.3.1 Develop the Theory to Quantify ARAIM Continuity Risk. In

this dissertation, the ARAIM continuity requirements are interpreted with respect to

different operation scenarios, where the assumptions are laid out and the rationale

is clarified. The V- and H-ARAIM continuity risks are respectively quantified by

accounting for the impact of both fault occurrences and USO. New methods are

introduced to limit the impact of each source on navigation continuity. The cases

when an airborne fault exclusion function is required are identified.

8.3.2 Develop Fault Exclusion Scheme and New Bound on the Associated

Integrity Risk. A SS based fault exclusion algorithm is designed to improve

ARAIM navigation continuity. This algorithm can be executed efficiently in real-

time with a low probability of wrong exclusion. To ensure safety, a second-layer
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detection test is performed to verify that the satellite subset after exclusion is fault

free. The associated integrity risk equations are bounded step by step, by accounting

for all the exclusion options.

8.3.3 Analyzing Multi-Constellation ARAIM Performance. Using the new

methods derived in this thesis, the ARAIM navigation performance is comprehen-

sively investigated over various numbers and qualities of constellations. The results

are presented in terms of specific ARAIM operation scenarios.

8.3.4 Investigate the Impact of Test Statistic Time Correlation on ARAIM

Integrity and Continuity Risk. This work investigates the impact of ARAIM test

statistic time correlation on both integrity and continuity, by deriving new methods

to rigorously evaluate the risks over the exposure time. Both the analytical and

experimental results show that the time correlation of test statistics does not cause a

noticeable integrity risk increment, but the actual false alarm probability is in a two

orders of magnitude higher than previously thought. A feasible solution to reduce

the false alarm probability is provided, without degrading the ARAIM navigation

availability.

8.3.5 Design an ARAIM Offline Ground Monitor to Validate the ISM.

A new design of a ARAIM offline ground monitor is introduced in this dissertation,

which aims at validating the ISM broadcast to the users. The proposed architecture

utilizes a worldwide network of sparsely distributed reference stations, and parametric

satellite orbital models to estimate the satellite position and clock. The results of the

analyses on the monitor’s performance indicate this monitor design is adequate for

ARAIM ISM validation.

8.4 Recommendations for Future Work

A number of recommendations for future work are given in the following sub-
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sections to speed up the pace of the application of ARAIM.

8.4.1 Reduce the Computational Load of ARAIM User Algorithm. The

current baseline ARAIM user algorithm defines the test statics as the difference be-

tween full-set and subset position estimates, which requires the receiver to compute

multiple positions in real-time implementation. This is not a significant problem for

dual-constellation ARAIM, because the user usually only needs to monitor single SV

and constellation fault modes. However, the number of monitored fault modes will

increase exponentially when more than two constellations are employed. As a con-

sequence, the receiver needs to evaluate a large amount of subset position estimates.

This is especially concerning when exclusion function is implemented in real-time.

Therefore, a feasible solution should be found to improve the computational efficiency

for future multi-constellation ARAIM. There have been relevant research efforts on

this topic [56, 55, 57, 58], but those existing methods usually come at a high cost of

reduced navigation performance. Therefore, more analyses needs to be carried out to

capture those tradeoffs.

8.4.2 Extend the Investigation of Test Statistic Time Correlation on

ARAIM FDE Function. The focus of Chapter 6 is on the ARAIM FD function,

whereas the proposed methods can also be applied for the fault exclusion function.

A comprehensive investigation of the impact of the test statistic time correlation on

ARAIM airborne algorithm may be desired. With exclusion function, the LOC events

will be described as a joint event of detection but NE, so the time profiles of both

detection and exclusion test statistics need to be characterized. In addition, a large

amount of the observation data should be collected for theory validation.

8.4.3 Prototyping ARAIM Offline Monitor. The results shown in Chapter

7 have motivated the prototyping of the offline monitor concept using experimental

data. Raw ranging observations collected at IGS RS can be used as a surrogate for
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SBAS RS data, which are not publicly accessible. Since L5 measurements are not

yet available for all satellites as assumed in ARAIM, L1 and L2 can be used instead

to remove the ionospheric delay. Even though the offline monitoring methodology

is straightforward, many practical issues may arise when building and implementing

the prototype. For example, format anomalies and missing bits in the observation

files make it challenging to correctly extract data; the iteration loop of the non-linear

orbit and clock estimation process does not always converge; error models used in the

analyses may not be suitable to characterize the error profiles of the collected data.

Therefore, research efforts may also need to be put on resolving the above issues, and

it is expected the prototype to provide performance consistent with the analyses.

8.4.4 Establishing the Mechanism to Validate the ISM. As mentioned in

section 2.2, current work on determining the ISM parameters are mostly based on the

CSP commitment and the observations of historical data. So they are not applica-

ble for newly deployed constellations. Even for the GPS, the characterized historical

constellation performance only validates the CSP commitment, not the ISM. There-

fore, new methods should be developed to validate the ISM. And a communication

mechanism between the CSP and the aviation users may also need to be established.

8.5 Closing

High navigation integrity and continuity for civil aviation users can be provided

by dual-frequency, multi-constellation ARAIM.
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS TO COMPUTE FDE THRESHOLDS USING

NON-EQUAL CREQ,H ALLOCATION
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This appendix derives the equations to compute the FDE thresholds when dif-

ferent continuity budgets are allocated to USO conditions. The first term of equation

3.14 in the main text can be bounded by:

PFANE,OF < P

(
h0⋃
d=1

∣∣q0
d

∣∣ > T 0
d |H0, O0

)
PH0PO0

<
h0∑
d=1

P
(∣∣q0

d

∣∣ > T 0
d |H0, O0

)
PH0PO0 < PFF,OF,REQ

(A.1)

where the upper right superscript ‘0’ represents the OF condition O0. Based on the

allocated PFF,OF,REQ in Table 3.3, the first layer H-ARAIM detection thresholds T 0
d

under OF condition can be computed:

T 0
d = Q−1

{
PFF,OF,REQ

2PH0PO0 · h0

}
(A.2)

The second term of equation 3.14 can be bounded by:

PFDNE,OF <
h0∑
i=1

P

 h0⋂
e=1

 h0e⋃
l=1

∣∣q0
e,l

∣∣ > T 0
e,l

 |Hi, O0

PHi
PO0 + PNM,FaultPO0

<
h0∑
i=1

P

 h0e⋃
l=1

∣∣q0
i,l

∣∣ > T 0
i,l|Hi, O0

PHi
PO0 + PNM,FaultPO0

<

h0∑
i=1

h0e∑
l=1

P
(∣∣q0

i,l

∣∣ > T 0
i,l|Hi, O0

)
PHi

PO0 + PNM,FaultPO0 < PFP,OF,REQ

(A.3)

where PNM,Fault is the not monitored fault modes. Thus, the exclusion thresholds T 0
i,l

under OF condition can be evaluated:

T 0
i,l = Q−1

{
PFP,OF,REQ,Hi

2 · h0
e

}
, where PFP,OF,REQ,Hi

=
PFP,OF,REQ − PNM,FaultPO0

h0 · PHi
· PO0

(A.4)

A similar approach to OF condition can be applied to compute FDE thresholds

after USO has occurred, except the prior probabilities of USO are much smaller than
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PO0 . Therefore, the third term of equation 3.14 can be expressed as:

PFANE,USO <
h∑
s=1

P

(
hs⋃
d=1

|qsd| > T sd |H0, Os

)
PH0POs + PH0PNM,USO

<
h∑
s=1

hs∑
d=1

P (|qsd| > T sd |H0, Os)PH0POs + PH0PNM,USO < PFF,USO,REQ

(A.5)

where the upper right superscript ‘s’ represents the USO condition Os, PNM,USO is

the not monitored USO modes. So, the detection threshold T sd under USO conditions

can be evaluated by:

T sd = Q−1

{
PFF,USO,REQ − PH0PNM,USO

2PH0POs · h · hs

}
(A.6)

The last term of equation 3.14 can be expressed as:

PFDNE,USO <
h∑
s=1

hs∑
i=1

P

(
hs⋂
e=1

(
hse⋃
l=1

∣∣qse,l∣∣ > T se,l

)
|Hi, Os

)
PHi

POs + PNM,FaultPNM,USO

<
h∑
s=1

hs∑
i=1

P

(
hse⋃
l=1

∣∣qsi,l∣∣ > T si,l|Hi, Os

)
PHi

POs + PNM,FaultPNM,USO

<

h∑
s=1

hs∑
i=1

hse∑
l=1

P
(∣∣qsi,l∣∣ > T si,l|Hi, Os

)
PHi

POs + PNM,FaultPNM,USO < PFP,USO,REQ

(A.7)

Therefore, the exclusion thresholds T si,l under USO conditions can be evaluated:

T si,l = Q−1

{
PFP,USO,REQ,Hi

2 · hse

}
, where PFP,USO,REQ,Hi

=
PFP,USO,REQ − PNM,FaultPNM,USO

h · hs · PHi
· POs

(A.8)
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF THE ACTUAL FA PROBABILITY UPPER BOUND
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In equation 6.8, the probability of no detection over the exposure time is:

P

(
M⋂
k=1

D̄k
0 |H0

)
= P

(
D̄M

0 |D̄M−1
0 , . . . , D̄1

0, H0

)
P
(
D̄M−1

0 |D̄M−2
0 , . . . , D̄1

0, H0

)
· · ·P

(
D̄2

0 |D̄1
0, H0

)
P
(
D̄1

0 |H0

)
(B.1)

Because events D̄1
0, . . . , D̄

M
0 are positively correlated, the following lower bound

can be used:

P

(
M⋂
k=1

D̄k
0 |H0

)
≥ P

(
D̄M

0 |D̄M−1
0 , H0

)
P
(
D̄M−1

0 |D̄M−2
0 , H0

)
· · ·P

(
D̄2

0 |D̄1
0, H0

)
·P
(
D̄1

0 |H0

)
= P

(
D̄1

0 |H0

) M∏
k=2

P
(
D̄k

0 |D̄k−1
0 , H0

)
(B.2)

where

P
(
D̄k

0 |D̄k−1
0 , H0

)
=
P
(
D̄k

0 , D̄
k−1
0 |H0

)
P
(
D̄k−1

0 |H0

) (B.3)

and

P
(
D̄k

0 |H0

)
= P

(
D̄k

0 , D̄
k−1
0 |H0

)
+ P

(
D̄k

0 , D
k−1
0 |H0

)
(B.4)

which is the same as

P
(
D̄k

0 , D̄
k−1
0 |H0

)
= P

(
D̄k

0 |H0

)
− P

(
D̄k

0 , D
k−1
0 |H0

)
(B.5)

Combining the equations above:

P

(
M⋂
k=1

D̄k
0 |H0

)
≥ P

(
D̄1

0 |H0

) M∏
k=2

P
(
D̄k

0 |H0

)
− P

(
D̄k

0 , D
k−1
0 |H0

)
P
(
D̄k−1

0 |H0

) (B.6)

We assume that the sensor error process is stationary over the time interval

of interest, i.e., k consecutive samples, so that

P
(
D̄1

0 |H0

)
= P

(
D̄k

0 |H0

)
= P

(
D̄k−1

0 |H0

)
(B.7)
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Now plug equations B.7 and B.6 into 6.8, then the upper bound of P actual
FA

becomes:

P actual
FA < 1− P

(
D̄k

0 |H0

){
1−

P
(
D̄k

0 , D
k−1
0 |H0

)
P
(
D̄k

0 |H0

) }M−1

(B.8)

which is the same as equation 6.9.
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APPENDIX C

DERIVATION OF THE AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION OF THE USER

ERROR
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The Boeing Company and the Thales Group provided airborne data to create

autocorrelation models for multipath and receiver noise. Raw code-minus-carrier

data, with ionospheric effects removed, was used generate the autocorrelation models.

Figure C.1. Airborne Mean and Standard Deviation.

Figure C.1 shows the sample means and standard deviations binned by satellite

elevation. The results suggest that it is reasonable to assume zero mean and average

standard deviation of σuser = 0.38 m for all elevations.

Figure C.2 shows a composite of autocorrelation traces of the flight data. A

number traces with long correlation times are clearly evident; these are caused by

antenna group delay, and must be accounted for in the autocorrelation model.

Figure C.3 consolidates the autocorrelation data into empirical cumulative

distribution functions for a number of discrete lag times. The median lag time at

x =
1

e
is about 14 seconds, which is the τuser value used for the analyses in Chapter

6.

To derive the autocorrelation function of the “Hatch Filter” output (carrier-

smoothed-code), let p defined as the raw pseudorange, p̄ is the smoothed pseudorange,
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Figure C.2. Airborne Autocorrelation Traces.

and φ is the carrier phase. Recall that τCSC is the carrier-smoothing time constant,

the filter can be expressed in continuous in the following form:

τCSC ˙̄p (t) + p̄ (t) = τCSC φ̇ (t) + p (t) (C.1)

Taking the Laplace Transform gives [46]:

Ep̄ (s) =
τCSCs

τCSCs+ 1
Eφ (s) +

1

τCSCs+ 1
Ep (s) (C.2)

where we assume:

Eφ =

√
Nφ

τusers+ 1
, and Ep =

√
Np

τusers+ 1
(C.3)

In equation C.3, Nφ and Np are white noise inputs. It is noteworthy that

the user time constant τuser need not be the same for code and carrier, but in this

derivation, it will be assumed they are the same. Then the standard deviations of
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Figure C.3. Airborne Autocorrelation Distributions at Various Lag Times.

the code and carrier can be computed by:

σ2
p = Np

∫ +∞

−∞

1

τ 2
user (2πf)2 + 1

df

=
Np

2π

∫ +∞

−∞

1

τ 2
userω

2 + 1
dω

=
Np

2π

1

τuser

(π
2

+
π

2

)
=

Np

2τuser

(C.4)

Similarly, it can be derived that:

σ2
φ =

Nφ

2τuser
(C.5)

Substituting equations C.4 and C.5 into equation C.3, and then into equation

C.2:

Ep̄ (s) =
τCSCs

τCSCs+ 1

√
2τuserσ2

φ

τusers+ 1
+

1

τCSCs+ 1

√
2τuserσ2

p

τusers+ 1
(C.6)

Then, the power spectral density (PSD) function is:

PSDp̄ (s) = 2τ 2
CSCτuserσ

2
φ

−s2

(−τ 2
CSCs

2 + 1) (−τ 2
users

2 + 1)

+ 2τuserσ
2
p

1

(−τ 2
CSCs

2 + 1) (−τ 2
users

2 + 1)

(C.7)
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Let the two terms on the right side of equation C.7 respectively defined as

PSDp̄/φ and PSDp̄/p, and let s = jω. Therefore:

PSDp̄/φ (ω) = 2τ 2
CSCτuserσ

2
φ

ω2

(τ 2
CSCω

2 + 1) (τ 2
userω

2 + 1)
(C.8)

PSDp̄/p (ω) = 2τuserσ
2
p

1

(τ 2
CSCω

2 + 1) (τ 2
userω

2 + 1)
(C.9)

Taking the inverse Fourier transformation, the autocorrelation functions can

be obtained:

Rp̄/φ (∆t) =
1

2π

∫ +∞

−∞
PSDp̄/φ (ω) cos (ω∆t) dω (C.10)

Rp̄/p (∆t) =
1

2π

∫ +∞

−∞
PSDp̄/p (ω) cos (ω∆t) dω (C.11)

To solve for equation C.10, equation C.8 is first rewritten as:

PSDp̄/φ =
2σ2

φ

τuser

ω2

(ω2 + a2) (ω2 + b2)
(C.12)

where a = τ−1
CSC and b = τ−1

user.

To accommodate the expression of the Fourier transformation table, PSDp̄/φ

is further expressed as:

PSDp̄/φ =
2σ2

φ

τuser
ω2

(
1

(ω2 + a2) (ω2 + b2)

)
=

2σ2
φ

τuser
ω2

(
A

ω2 + a2
+

B

ω2 + b2

)
=

2σ2
φ

τuser

(
−Aa

2

2a

ω2 + a2
− Bb

2

2b

ω2 + b2

) (C.13)

where A =
1

b2 − a2
and B =

−1

b2 − a2
.

Therefore, the autocorrelation function of equation C.10 can be solved:

Rp̄/φ (∆t) =
2σ2

φ

τuser

1

2

1

τ−2
CSC − τ−2

user

(
e−|∆t|/τCSC

τCSC
− e−|∆t|/τuser

τuser

)
= σ2

φ

τ 2
CSCτuser

τ 2
user − τ 2

CSC

(
e−|∆t|/τCSC

τCSC
− e−|∆t|/τuser

τuser

) (C.14)
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Similar approach can be applied to derive the autocorrelation function Rp̄/p,

the key steps are listed in the following equations:

PSDp̄/p =
2τuserσ

2
p

τ 2
CSCτ

2
user

1

(ω2 + a2) (ω2 + b2)

=
2τuserσ

2
p

τ 2
CSCτ

2
user

(
A

ω2 + a2
+

B

ω2 + b2

)
=

2τuserσ
2
p

τ 2
CSCτ

2
user

A

2

(
1

a

2a

ω2 + a2
− 1

b

2b

ω2 + b2

) (C.15)

Rp̄/p (∆t) =
σ2
pτuser

τ 2
CSC − τ 2

user

(
τCSCe

−|∆t|/τCSC − τusere−|∆t|/τuser
)

(C.16)

Because Rp̄/φ � Rp̄/p and σφ � σp, the autocorrelation function of the carrier-

smoothed-code Rp̄ can be approximated by equation C.16, which is the same as

equation 6.17 after removing the iono-free factor κ.
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APPENDIX D

DERIVATION OF THE AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION OF THE

SIGNAL-IN-SPACE ERROR
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According to the results in [26] (figure D.1), the SIS error has been decreasing

over the last five years. The black bold line in figure D.1 corresponds to the average

user position error over all the satellites. In 2017, the 95 % error bound is 1 m, which

corresponds to σURE of 0.5 m.

Figure D.1. Monthly 95 % Bound of User Position Error on Each Satellite (Figure
Courtesy of Dr. Todd Walter).

Figure D.2. Autocorrelation of SIS Error for Two Example Satellites (Figure Courtesy
of Dr. Todd Walter).

The SIS error has very long correlation time [60, 61, 26]. The autocorrelations

for two example satellites are shown in figure D.2, for which PRN 24 is equipped
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Figure D.3. SIS Error Autocorrelation Ratios.

with a cesium clock and PRN 25 has a rubidium clock. The radial-minus-clock

autocorrelation data is employed and averaged over all the GPS satellites. The data

sample interval is 15 min, and the ratios of RSIS (15min) over RSIS (0) are shown in

figure D.3.

Using the average value of ratio (0.945), and by linearly interpolating the lag

times between 0 and 15 min, the autocorrelation function of SIS error can be written

as:

1−RSIS(t)

1− 0.945
=

t

15× 60
(D.1)

which is the same as equation 6.19.
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APPENDIX E

CHARACTERIZING THE USER ERROR PROFILE OF THE IIT ARAIM

PROTOTYPE
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Figure E.1 shows the aggregate code minus carrier (CMC) CDF using GPS

observation data of L1 and L2 frequency. The results are very similar for both cases,

where the average standard deviation σuser is about 0.38 m and the overbound sigma

is larger than 0.7 m. Because the CDF of the data points show a wide tail, the actual

σuser is expected to be in between 0.38 m and 0.7 m. That is why σuser = 0.6 m is

applied in the analysis in section 6.5.

Figure E.1. CMC CDF Using Data Collected by IIT Prototype.
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APPENDIX F

KALMAN FILTER APPROACH FOR THE OFFLINE GROUND MONITOR
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In addition to the batch estimator, this appendix derives a Kalman Filter

(KF) approach for the offline monitor in Chapter 7. The KF implementation is more

computationally efficient, and it allows us to cross-check with the results from batch

estimator. At one time epoch k, the measurement equation is expressed as:



1,1δρk

1,2δρk

...

1,Jδρk

...

i,jδρk

...

I,Jδρk

1,1δφk

...

I,Jδφk



=



1,1Bk 01×15 · · ·01×15 1 · · · 01×K 01×3 · · · 01×3 0 · · · 0 OB 0 · · · 0

1,2Bk 01×15 · · ·01×15 1 · · · 01×K Aclk
2,k · · · 01×3 0 · · · 0 0 OB · · · 0

...
...

...
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

1,JBk 01×15 · · ·01×15 1 · · · 01×K 01×3 · · · Aclk
J,k 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0 OB

. . . . . . . . .
...

...
. . .

01×15
i,jBk · · ·01×15 01×K 1 · · · 01×K 01×3 Aclk

j,k · · ·01×3 0 · · · 0 0 OB · · · 0

...
. . .

...
. . .

...
. . .

...
...

. . .

01×15 · · ·01×15
I,JBk 01×K · · · 1 01×3 · · · Aclk

J,k 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0 OB

1,1Bk 01×15 · · ·01×15 1 · · · 01×K 01×3 · · · 01×3 1 · · · 0 OB 0 · · · 0

. . . . . .
...

. . . . . . . . .

01×15 · · ·01×15
I,JBk 01×K · · · 1 01×3 · · · Aclk

J,k 0 · · · 1 0 · · · 0 OB





δporb1

...

δporbI

τ1,K

...

τI,K

pclk2

...

pclkJ

i,jη

εZTDtropo,1,k

...

εZTDtropo,J,k



+



1,1εRNMρ,k

1,2εRNMρ,k

...

1,JεRNMρ,k

...

i,jεRNMρ,k

...

I,JεRNMρ,k

1,1εRNMφ,k

...

I,JεRNMφ,k



(F.1)

Comparing to equation 7.10, the additional states εZTDtropo,j,k in equation F.1

represent the residual ZTD at RS j, and OB is the obliquity factor. We use state

augmentation to account for time correlation of the tropospheric ZTD error [52].

Because εZTDtropo,j is modeled as a first order Gauss-Markov process (FOGMP), the

associated dynamic model of the KF approach is: sk+1

εZTDtropo,k+1

 =

I 0

0 e−T/µIJ×J


 sk

εZTDtropo,k

+

 0

1J×1

ωZTDtropo,k (F.2)

In equation F.2, the first row accounts for the states of equation 7.10, which

do not change over time. The second row shows the dynamics of FOGMP, where T is

the sample period and µ is the time constant. εZTDtropo,k is obtained by stacking εZTDtropo,j,k
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of all RS, and the variance of ωZTDtropo,k is
(
1− e−2(T/µ)

)
σ2
ZTD [59]. As a result, with

both the measurement equation and dynamic model available, the nominal KF steps

[52] can be implemented to estimate SV orbit/clock.
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